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CLINTON
One in; One out
MARENCO OUSTED AS SGA PRESIDENT
WINS BIG
By Tom Jracy
President Clinton won a second 
presidential term last Tuesday, becoming 
the first Democrat since Franklin D. 
Roosevelt 50 years ago to accomplish 
the feat.
Clinton’s victory was certain by 
early Wednesday morning as he handily 
beat Republican opponent Bob Dole in 
the electoral college, 379-159. The race 
was lopsided early as Clinton was given 
the edge in usual Republican strongholds 
such as New Hampshire, Florida and 
Ohio.
Clinton will have to continue to 
work with a Republican House and Sen­
ate, as they gained consecutive majori­
ties for the first time since 1930. “Today 
the Americans have spoken,” Clinton said 
in his acceptance speech in Little Rock, 
Ark. “They have told us to go forward, it 
is time to put politics aside, join together 
and get the job done for America’s fu­
ture.” He added.
The president did fall one percent­
age point shy of gaining the mandate he 
so desired, gaining 49% of the popular 
continued on p. 3
SGA President Julio Marenco (left) and legislator Tom Tracy (right) at yesterday's SGA meeting
by Mark Aliperti
Student Government leg­
islators voted 18-5 for the re­
moval of Julio Marenco as Stu­
dent Government Association 
President and Vice President 
Amy Fisher became the new 
SGA president during yesterday’s 
weekly SGA meeting.
In the unprecedented at­
tempt to remove all members of 
the SGA Executive Board, Fisher 
and Secretary Jennifer Lynch re­
mained on board after votes to 
remove them failed. SGA Trea­
surer Barry Bernstein resigned 
from his post on November 1.
The charges against 
Marenco included overspending 
on the SGA summer conference, 
withholding SGA financial records, and 
allowing for an audit while he was aware 
that they were over their budget.
The main argument centered on 
expenditures incurred during a trip to San 
Diego, California, in June for the annual 
SGA summer conference. The four mem­
bers of the board went against SGA policy 
and spent money on a rental car over the
five-day stay. The purchase of plane tick­
ets with money from last year’s Executive 
Board was also under close questioning as 
legislators tried to determine why the 
money, which was originally called a gift, 
was spent on the Board rather than the 
students. Marenco defended the car rental, 
referring to the fact that all board mem­
bers were aware of the plan and remind­
ing them that the previous year’s organi­
zation had done the same thing without 
question.
Justice George Calle repeatedly 
questioned Marenco’s attempts to with­
hold their records, noting that it is illegal 
according to the SGA Constitution. 
Marenco claimed that he opted to go with 
Continued on page 3
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(co m p iled  from the N Y  Times, a n d  The S ta r-L e d g e r b y  M a r k  A lip erti)
International
Yeltsin Surgery A Success
Easing Russian anxiety, doctors declared the Rus­
sian president’s bypass surgery a success, as Yeltsin took 
back presidential powers from his prime minister yester­
day. Doctors said they couldn’t predict when Yeltsin 
will be allowed to leave the hospital, but they suggested
he’ll be returning tp Lis ofticeby the new year. Yeltsin
, ' ¡ O K I  o j  h a v o i c o c  , . i .  
is expected to serve out the rest or his four-year term,
until 2000.
Americans in Arabia on Alert
The U.S. Embassy in Saudi Arabia has advised 
Americans living in the kingdom to “exercise extreme 
caution” against possible attacks in the next seven to 
10 days. The advice, issued on an embassy emergency 
phone line, said terrorist groups could be encouraged to 
attack U.S. interests because of the presidential elec­
tions, international conferences, and the one-year an­
niversary of the bombing in Riyadh, where five Ameri­
cans and two Indians died.
Zairian Rebels Take Over Goma
A large group of Zairian rebels, aided by the 
Rwandan Army, took control of the town of Goma in 
Zaire last Sunday. A breakdown of law and order fol­
lowed the removal of United Nations aids in the town. 
Thousands of refugees were left with a small food supply 
and total chaos. Refugees of the Hutu ethnic group fled 
to Zaire some two years ago to escape the control of the 
Tutsi ethnic group. The rebels, who have control of 
the Rwandan Army, raided the town at will with little 
resistance from the defenseless refugees.
National
Clinton Wins a Second Term 
Clinton won a second term Tuesday by a com­
fortable margin, becoming the first Democrat since 
Franklin D. Roosevelt to earn re-election. Ameri­
cans voted to divide power between the twomajor 
parties, however, by keeping Congress in Republi­
can control.
Teen Accused of Plotting to Rob Mom 
A 16-yar-old girl arranged to have her mother 
robbed and terrorized on Halloween by three teen­
agers who savagely beat her and then drove off in 
the family’s Mercedes-Benz, according topolice in 
Pittsford, NY. More than $10,000 in cash and gold 
jewelry were stolen, and Renee Shanly, 50, was left 
tied up in a closet. She managed to get out and dial 
911 for help, police said. Her daughter, Marie, and 
three other teens were charged with first degree rob­
bery, burglary and assault Tuesday.
Kevorkian Lawyer Plays Suicide Tapes 
Dr. Jack Kevorkian is back on trial after the 
discovery of another assisted suicide on August 30. 
Kevorkian’s lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger, produced tapes 
in court on Tuesday demonstrating that Loretta 
Peabody, 54, who suffered from multiple sclerosis, 
was pleading with Kevorkian for his help in ending 
her life. Peabody’s death was though to have been 
from natural causes until police recovered the tapes 
in a raid of Kevorkian’s hotel room September 6. 
Kevorkian’s list of patients now totals 46, although 
he has been tried and acquitted three times.
Questions? Comments? Concerns? Call the 
Montclarion Tip Line at 655-5169!
L S A T G M A T  G R E  M C A T
Small Classes. Big Stores. 
Guaranteed.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more
Call today for info 
about local classes:
800/2-REVIEW
Or Email us: info.njeraview.com
The Princeton Review
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bv John brost
Last night’s Student Government 
Association meeting was marked by an 
appropriation to begin a legal service for 
the students of Montclair State Univer­
sity, as well as granting two Class IV 
Charters. Finally, the Legislature passed 
election rules for the election which will 
be held beginning November 14.
The Legal Service Appropriation 
Bill was passed by a vote of 17-2-3. Un­
der this bill, attorneys would be brought 
in on a volunteer basis. The attorney vol­
unteers will be available to provide a lim­
ited amount of legal advice and provide 
some legal services to students. Under the 
proposal, the Department of Legal Stud­
ies would draft letters, along with student 
input, to lawyers and would develop pa­
rameters for the program, to determine 
exactly what the program would entail. 
Also, the department would provide in­
demnification language in the agreements 
with the student participants, to protect 
themselves and the SGA from lawsuits.
Phi Sigma Sigma and Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority were granted Class IV 
Charters for the academic years 1996 to 
1998. These bills passed the legislature
22-0-0 and 23-0-0, respectively.
Finally, it was announced that 
Treasurer Barry Bernstein had resigned, 
which meant that new elections for his 
position must be held within twenty- 
eight days. Attorney General Lauren 
Pytleski announced that petitions for 
Treasurer would be available tomorrow, 
and would be due on November 14. A t 
that time, campaigning would begin.
Because of this, the Legislature 
passed election rules, which will gov­
ern the procedures of the upcoming 
elections for Treasurer and Justices of•V.V
the Judicial Branch. The rules approved 
by the Legislature were the same as the 
rules that governed last year’s elections, 
aside from the dates of the elections and 
one rule regarding disqualification of 
candidates.
This new rule allows the Attorney 
General to disqualify any candidate for 
repeated violations of the election rules. 
In last year’s elections, disqualifications 
were dependent on a two-thirds vote of 
the legislature. This rule was added so 
that the Attorney General, who over­
sees the elections, may act forcefully and 
decisively in dealing with rule vio-
OUSTED, Cont. from front page
his gut feeling and waited to turn the 
books over until he felt it was the right 
time. “I went on a gut feeling, and if 
it was wrong, I apologize and will con­
tinue on,” Marenco said during his 
defense speech. He ended the speech 
by quoting John F. Kennedy, “It’s the 
loneliest job in the world," Marenco 
said.
Secretary Jennifer Lynch was 
cleared of the charges against her and 
will resume her duties as a Board mem­
ber. Lynch was charged with over­
spending on the San Diego conference, 
but refuted the claims, proving to be 
ignorant to many of the actions of the 
president and treasurer. She admitted 
to faulty judgment regarding the con­
ference, and referred to her tenuous re­
lationship with Marenco as the reason 
why she was unaware of many of the 
Board’s actions, including the calling 
of some meetings.
Vice President Amy Fisher es­
caped removal by a narrow margin of 
11-13 despite charges of overspending 
on the San Diego conference and re­
ceiving pay for work she didn’t per­
form over the summer. Fisher shoul­
dered part of the blame for the spend­
ing on the conference because the $500  
in travelers’ checks is­
sued to the group were 
signed in her name. In 
the questions and an­
swer session preceding 
deliberation in her case, 
Fisher assured the group 
that “if I stay on the 
Board I’ll give it all I 
can.”
Attorney General 
and chairperson for the 
m eetin g , L au ren  
Pytletski, urged the new 
president to nominate 
candidates for the va­
cant board positions in 
the n ext day or two. 
T h e L egislatu re will 
vote on candidates for 
the vice president and 
treasurer posts, with all 
cab in et members re ­
maining the same.
“I’m relieved that 
everything is resolved,” 
said Lynch. “The im­
peachment process was 
a no-win situation for 
everyone - especially the 
students. Now we can 
get down to the real 
business of student gov­
ernment.”
“I told you so !” 
John Brost, a legislator 
said.
A N Y O N E  C A N  
G E T  L U C K Y  
AT THE  
MEADOWl A N D S  
R A C E T R A C K .
Every Thursday night in October and 
November check out the Big M's new 
Clubhouse Sports Bar & G rill. With a live  DJ, 
dancing and drawings fo r sports tickets 
and great stuff from Sharp Electronics.
Plus the heart-pounding excitement of live  
thoroughbred racing. Come on. Take the 
reins and head to  the Big M.
What Are You 
Gonna Do 
Tonight?
Gates open 6:00 p.m. First race 7:30 p.m.
Call 201-THE-BÍGM
www.thebigm.com
Free Clubhouse Admissions
Present coupon at Clubhouse pass gate fo r  two free 
adnissions to  the Clubhouse Sports Bar & G rtl. Valid any 
Thursday after 6 0 0  p m  in  October and November 1996. 
Not redeemable fo r cash. No reproductions o r copies 
accepted Must be 18 to  wager and enter dawings.
No purchase necessary.
mfifi»»
M E A D O W L A N D S  R A C E T R A C K
CLINTON, Cont. from front page 
vote to Dole's 41%.
Dole was gracious in defeat, tele­
phoning the president to congratulate him 
before coming to Washington to officially 
concede the race. “I’m still the most opti­
mistic man in America,” Dole declared 
during his speech. “W e’re still going to 
keep the House, keep the Senate.”
Clinton wins big in New Jersey
In New Jersey, Clinton collected 
53% of the vote with 36% going to Dole. 
Exit polls showed that Clinton received 
52% of the male vote to Dole’s 36% and 
55% of the female vote to Dole’s 34%. 
The state failed to back Clinton in the 
1992 campaign, as he lost the state to his 
opponent George Bush.
This time around however, exit pole 
showed that the Republicans did not in­
spire any groups in particular, thus allow­
ing the state to fall back into the hands 
of the democrats.
Toricelli edges Zimmer for Senate
Democrat Robert Toricelli narrowly 
defeated Republican Dick Zimmer in a 
hotly contested campaign that drew na­
tional attention because of its negative 
ads.
Toricelli, a seven-term congressman, 
earned 54.8% of the vote to Zimmer’s 
43.5%, allowing the Democrats to keep 
the seat that was held by retiring Senator 
Bill Bradley.
Zimmer acknowledged that Toricelli 
ran a smart and “remarkable focused cam­
paign,” and voiced no complaints about 
the attacks by Toricelli and his campaign 
on Zimmer concerning his voting record 
as a congressman.
Originally thought to be a close 
battle between two distinguished congress­
man, the race turned into a cake-walk for 
Toricelli as he won usual Democratic 
counties like Essex, Hudson and Camden. 
Toricelli will serve as the junior senator 
from the state, the position currently held 
by Democrat Frank Lautenberg who cam­
paigned heavily for Toricelli to win.
At his acceptance speech at the 
Sheraton Hotel in Woodbridge, Toricelli 
said, “To each of you I pledge simply this: 
my full measure, my best, my service each 
and every day that I serve in the United 
States Senate”
GOP wins 7 of 13 House Contests
New Jersey voters voted to send 
seven Republicans and six Democrats to 
Congress out of the 13 seats that were 
being contested.
The Democrats did pick up a seat 
in the eighth district, as Paterson Mayor 
Bill Pascrell narrowly defeated incumbent 
Bill Martini. This district was the only 
one in which an incumbent lost his seat. 
Pascrell vowed to help support the groups 
that elected him: youth, seniors, minori­
ties, and organized labor.
4 $§& MONTCLARION News/Thursday, Oct. 31. 1996
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Two English Adjuncts Quit Over Pay
by G reg  M acbw eeney
Two adjunct English professors 
teaching Freshman Composition gave 
notice that they would not complete 
this semester because their sal' 
ary is too low.
T h e official resign ation  
date of the two professors was 
not disclosed by the English De- 
partment.
T he two professors who 
were offered $ 1 ,2 0 0  for their re­
spective courses, gave the En­
glish Department three weeks 
notice that they would not be 
able to complete the semester. De­
spite an extensive search by the Fresh­
man Composition Coordinator, Dr. 
Robert W hitney of the English De­
partment, no qualified adjunct profes­
sor could be found that would teach  
for the low pay.
UI called every resume that 1 had.
Six people qualified but when they 
found out the pay, they said that they 
could not do it,” he said.
W hitney said that both profes­
sors resigned because, “$ 1 ,2 0 0  for an 
entire semester’s work is not worth it.” 
Whitney also explained that this 
is not the first time that the English 
Department has had trouble 
finding adjunct professors. 
“This past summer we of­
fered jobs to three people 
but they turned us down,” 
he said.
The two classes, Sec­
tion 106-13 Introduction to 
Literature and Section 1 OS- 
24 Freshmen Composition, 
each missed one day of class 
because no teacher was available. 
Luckily, two full-time MSU professors 
volunteered to take an extra course. 
Professor Eliot Graff picked up
the Freshman Composition class and 
Professor Jim Nicosia picked up the 
Introduction to Literature class.
“The pay for adjuncts is despi­
cably low,” said Graff, “and the former 
professor did a really good job. It is a 
great group of students and it is a plea­
sure to teach the class.”
Graff explained that he is con­
tinuing with the former professor’s syl­
labus because it would be unfair to 
change something else on the students 
now.
“You can look at it in different 
ways, but I feel that the students are 
getting the best of both worlds. They 
are getting the same course taught by 
two different professors. They are see­
ing two different perspectives.”
“$1,200for an enitre 
semester’s work is not 
worth it. ”
-Dr. Robert Whitney, professor
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Installation o f  metal detectors part o f  new party policy
RANSOM is fiiaturKtl al http: / /  www.mnvins.coin
S IA R TS  FRIDAY N D V E M R E R  8 AI  IH EATRES EVERYWHERE
by Denise Cambers
The installation of metal detectors 
and additional campus police are among 
eight new party policy revisions announced 
at last night’s second open forum meeting 
held in the Student Center ballrooms.
Dr. Lee
Wilcox, vice presi­
dent for Student De­
velopment and
Campus Life, held 
two closed meetings 
this week to discuss 
weekend party safety 
suggestions. “The 
University is taking 
this very seriously.”
Wilcox said. “We 
are very upset with 
what happened and 
the impact on both 
the students and the 
University. We are 
taking steps to assure 
this won’t happen 
again.”
Helen Matusow-Ayres, Lt. Paul Cell of 
Campus Safety and Security, and represen­
tatives from Residence Life, Student Ac­
tivities, Safety and Security, Student Gov­
ernment Association, and Greek Council.
At the October 31 and November 4
Dean Helen Matuso-Ayers and Lt. Paid Cell speaking at the open forum
Among those present at yesterday’s 
open forum were Associate Dean of Stu­
dents James Harris, Dean of Students
meetings, proposals for party safety were 
evaluated by the aforementioned repre­
sentatives, resulting in eight changes 
which were endorsed as follows:
1. Restrict attendance to MSU stu­
dents and three guests per student.
Those guests will be required to 
show valid identification; if they break 
any policy, the MSU student will be pe­
nalized and held personally responsible.
2. Close all but the main entrances 
at 7 p.m. on party nights 
to control access to cam­
pus.
3. Add three secu- 
rity/police officers for 
large parties - expense to 
be shared by MSU and 
SGA.
4. Add Student De­
velopment and Campus 
Life adm inistrators at 
each party.
5. Remove party 
privileges if party policy 
is not followed.
6. Disperse external 
crowd after capacity, is 
reached.
7. Install metal de­
tectors at party entrances.
8. Focus security at known trouble
spots.
Approximately 80 concerned stu­
dents and faculty members attended last 
night’s meeting. Among expressed con-
cems regarding the changes was the im­
age that metal detectors may project. 
“The general concensus is that the people 
at these parties would want to know if 
someone there had a piece.” Harris said.
“W e realize how important parties 
are to the University. W e did not say 
‘no more parties’ - that is the easy way 
out. The administration is compromis­
ing to find better solutions,” Harris said.
Senior Suzy Cineus, an English ma­
jor, expressed concern for the availbility 
of future parties held on campus. 
Matusow-Ayres confirmed that parties 
need to be booked “two weeks in ad­
vance.”
“It’s important that security and ad­
ministration are working together to en­
sure everyone’s safety. That’s the main 
thing...that’s what it’s all about,” Cell 
said.
“I feel good about the changes. It’s 
the best change we could make and still 
allow parties to take place,” Matusow- 
Ayres said.
The new policies will be effective 
immediately, with metal detectors in 
place by the time the next party is held.
The weekend party safety policies 
are open to changes, and will be re-evalu- 
ated in one year for effectiveness.
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Students react to the Candidates in Election Day poll
by Trade Bohan
Among the small percentage of stu­
dents and faculty polled on election day, 
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1996, the majority indi­
cated that President Clinton would be 
their choice for president, although the 
negative outlook on the election was very 
evident.
The results from the poll inferred that 
Boh Dole was not a likely candidate for 
president and that Ross Perot had only a 
few supporters. Most people polled were 
n eith er a dem ocrat or republican, 
ratherindependent.
“Perot is wasting his time”, said Phyllis 
Holmes, a junior in the Home Ecology 
Department. According to others, Perot 
had entered the election too late and did 
not have a good chance of being elected.
Among the registered voters, most were 
confident in their decision, yet a few re­
vealed otherwise. “I’m not confident and 
not comfortable in my decision”, said 
Susan Genovese, senior. “There is too 
much mudslinging and not enough on is­
sues”, according to Brian Clyburn, a se­
nior.
The majority of voters were overall 
displeased with the debates. In a conver­
sation with an anonymous voter, Clinton 
was not respectful of Dole and there was 
not enough on the issues. Another voter, 
Stacey Renard, a senior, indicated that 
there was no point in spending our money
for the debates.
The debates between Clinton and Dole 
were "childish, immature and poorly 
done”, said Genovese. “They disgraced 
each other publicly and had little regard 
to public issues”, she said.
Faculty member, Tete H. Tetens, ex­
pressed unhappiness because the minor­
ity was not included in the debates. Teifc^s 
thinks there should not be any adveatijs- 
ing for elections, but a series of televised 
interviews in order to follow up on issues.
Roy Dionisio, a junior, also expressed 
his concerns regarding the debates. 
Dionisio indicated that it is “ridiculous 
trying to knock each other down”. Ac­
cording to Laurie Geffon, a junior, the 
bashing is also ridiculous and debates 
“should not be about personal lives”.
The results from the poll provoked a 
remarkable amount of intense thoughts 
and feelings regarding the candidates. 
Other views on the election included high 
doubts of fulfilling promises after being 
elected.
Most thought that the newly elected 
president would not necessarily carry out 
the commitments made during the elec­
tion proceedings, except for Renard who 
thought it depended on who it was. 
Renard believed Clinton and Dole made 
promises just to get elected, and Perot 
would try to do his best, yet made no 
promises.
Clinton and Gore celebrating in Little Rock and a disappointed Dole in Washington.
American Skiing Company’s Winter Mission comes to MSU
Gregg Freyer climbs the artificial rock wall during yesterday’s WinterMission
by Suzanne heigle
Winter Mission, a fully interactive, 
high intensity, snow focused road show 
made a stop at Montclair State Univer­
sity yesterday in the Student Center Quad.
In an effort to get students psyched for 
snow, W inter Mission promoted the 
American Skiing Company’s Gotta Rock 
and College Fest and also promoted their 
special Winter Mission student season 
pass.
Among the exciting entertainment 
elements featured, Winter Mission in­
cluded continuous screenings of high im­
pact extreme skiing/snowboarding videos 
projected on a gigantic mobile monitor. 
The extreme video was set to the new 
Ski and Snowboard Soundtrack CD from 
Warner Brothers.
Winter Mission’s attractions included 
a trampoline show featuring world cham­
pion mogul skier and legend of freestyle,
Bruce Bolesky, along with top snowboard 
riders demonstrating aerial maneuvers on 
skis and snowboards. World champion tri­
als bicycle rider, Libor Karas, also demon­
strated his phenomenal abilities. Students 
were invited to watch and learn from in­
line skate demos, courtesy of Bauer, and 
participated in free learn to ski and 
snowboard programs sponsored by Ava­
lanche Snowboards and Airwalk boots.
The Mountain Dew interactive video 
game truck was also on site for partici­
pants to experience various extreme video 
games. Additionally, there was a virtual 
skiing arcade game, an inflatable rock 
climbing mountain, and hydraulically op­
erated snowboard simulators that gyrated 
and moved similarly to mechanical bulls.
Winter Mission brought the trill and 
excitement of the mountains to the stu­
dents of MSU. It looks like winter is defi­
nitely right around the corner.
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Dear Career Services...
November
November
Sat./Sun.
9/10
'Jovcmber
Thure.
Fri.
M o n .
iJ l’J / U
Novetnbet
Tues.
12
"iovembei
Wed.
13
Thurs.
14
'iovembci
Republican Club meeting. 12 and 3 p.m. 
Dixon rm. 261, every Thursday 
W SO meeting. 3:15p.m. Student Center rm 420. 
Salsa/Merengue Workshops 7p.m. in front of 
LASO office, Student Center Annex 206
Computer Class. “Intro to PowerPoint 
4 0.” 10a.m. College Hall room 317.
Sun - Mass. 1 lam Dickson Hall room 178;
6:30pm Newman Catholic Center 
OSAU Harvest Ball. SC Ballrooms 3p.m.
C.L.U.B. General membership meeting, 8pm SC 
room 417.
Conservation Club meeting. 2pm SC room 120 
God, Religion, the Church Who Needs It?, 
6:30p.m. SC  room 418.
Scott Fisher, MS,RD “Nutrition and Exercise” 
Finley, Room 113. 6:30p.m.
Amnesty International Meeting. 11a.m.
Student Center room 408.
LASO meeting 4:30 p.m. SC  annex 206 
PRIDE meeting 5:30pm SC  room 418
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship. 7:30p.m. Student 
Center room 412.
W MSC general membership meetings. 4:30 p.m. 
SC  annex 1 10
The Real World
Produced by students of the Co-operative 
Education Program
Q. 1 am interested in breaking into a 
career in retailing, could you advise me 
on the best course of action to take? I’ve 
also heard of category killers in this in­
dustry and was curious as to what exactly 
they were.
A. If there ever was a perfect time to 
enter the field of retailing field, now is 
the time. Retailing is a dynamic, fast-paced 
environment filled with exciting new op­
portunities. Recent college graduates may 
have to start on the bottom rung of the 
retail ladder, but the climb up is padded 
with financial rewards. In between each 
rung are numerous positions in field and 
corporate management including adver­
tising, human resources, MIS,accounting, 
and merchandising of buying. The first 
step is getting a joh on the sales floor. 
Part-time, temporary, summer or holiday 
season positions are good opportunities to 
get your feet wet. What most managers 
really want out of their sales trainees is 
not always experience, but a person who 
is enthusiastic, eager, willing to learn, and 
work hard.
Category killers, or specific retailers 
(such as Wal-Mart Supercenters and Su­
per Kmart Centers) are very popular be­
cause they provide shoppers with nearly 
all available merchandise in a given prod­
uct category under one roof with knowl­
edgeable sales personnel.
A hard working and talented individual 
can rise more quickly through the ranks 
in category specific chains than at tradi­
tional retailers because of the burgeoning 
marketplace. Furthermore, it is these cat­
egory killer stores that permit new associ­
ates to link hobby interests with career 
objectives enabling work to be fun.
Q. I’m a psychology major and 1 think 
1 might me interested in a career in coun­
seling. What areas are open to me, will 1
need a Master’s degree and what is the job 
outlook for the profession?
A. Generally, counselors have a Master’s 
degree. Graduate level counselor educa­
tion programs in colleges and universities 
usually are in departments of education 
and psychology. The various areas of con­
centration include: college and student 
affairs, elementary or secondary school 
education, gerontology, marriage and fam­
ily, substance abuse, rehabilitation, agency 
or community, clinical and mental health, 
career and counseling psychology.
Overall, employment of counselors,,is 
expected to grow faster than the ave^ffie 
for all occupations through the year ||pp. 
In addition, replacement needs snbul«^- 
crease significantly as a large number of 
counselors reach retirement age. Employ­
ment of school counselors is expected to 
grow as a result of increasing enrollments, 
particularly in secondary schools. Reha­
bilitation and mental health counselors 
should also be in strong demand.
As far as earnings go, self-employed 
counselors who have well-established prac­
tices, as well as counselors employed in 
group practices, generally have the high­
est earnings. Some counselors working for 
private firms, such as insurance compa­
nies, also fall into this category.
For general information about counsel­
ing, as well as information on specialties 
within the profession, check out the 
A m erican Counseling A ssociation ’s 
Website at www.counseling.org. Career 
Services in room 104 of the Student Cen­
ter Annex also has various books on coun­
seling and graduate programs. A helpful 
resource is The Emerging Professional 
Counselor: Student Dreams to Profes­
sional Realities by Richard J. Hazier and 
Jeffrey A. Kottler which is located in our 
reference library.
by D. UeMoor
I am a psychology major in my last se­
mester at Montclair State. 1 went through 
four years of school just taking classes and 
working part-time as a secretary. In the 
spring of 1996, I started to get a little ner­
vous because I knew I would be graduat­
ing in December and had nothing of real 
value to put on my resume. 1 decided to 
use my last few free elective credits to do 
a co-op.
The people in the Co-op office were 
very helpful in setting up the interviews 
for me to go on and giving me informa­
tion about the positions I was seeking. I 
went on two interviews and was offered 
both jobs. 1 chose one at a drug and alco­
hol rehabilitation center in Paterson.
1 have been there for seven weeks now. 
The Co-op office , faculty advisor, and
and helpful along the way. 1 have learned 
more in seven weeks than 1 could have 
taking fifteen credits.
I have gained new perspectives on the 
field of psychology in general. No profes­
sor can teach experience. It is something 
you have to get yourself. J am applying 
some of what 1 have learned at MSU as 
well as gaining new knowledge in the field 
and insight into what I want to do with 
my future.
I am not implying it is easy or that you 
will love your job, but you might. There is 
a lot of work involved besides just getting 
yourself to the job site and doing what is 
asked of you. It is not a responsibility to 
be taken lightly. If you are willing to take 
the responsibility for your learning and 
future, then go for it. If nothing else, you 
will have tried something new. That is an
Campus Pulse:
How the campus voted
Oro
ie polls are closed and the 
race is over. Bill Clinton has emerged as 
the victor with fifty percent of the popu­
lar vote and three hundred seventy five 
electoral votes. Here are some of MSU 
students commenting on Tuesday’s elec­
tion results.
“I didn’t even give Bob Dole a 
chance." Ruddys Andrade -senior
“Newspaper and the media tainted the 
candidates to such an extent that the 
real issues were obscured,” Alberto Ca­
nal-freshman
“Right now education is my main con­
cern, Bill Clinton was the only candi­
date that even addressed this issue 
effecttvely.The others didn’t.” Kevin 
Slender-junior
“They’re both corrupt. Clinton won 
by default.” Karen McFreely-sen/or 
“Although it was a severe disappoint­
ment, it’s good to know that Capitol Hill 
is still in the hands of the Republicans." 
Todd Dominic-Jun/or
Although these comments are not al­
together representative of MSU politi­
cal beliefs they do reflect the growing 
interest students are having in our 
nation’s issues.
on-site supervisor have been supportive accomplishment in itself.
Wanted: Intelligent, outgoing individual 
with abnormal sense of humor to write for 
Campus Life. Call x 5216 for details
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Log On
by kito bronnenkant
Election Day has come and cone. This 
was the first presidential election with a 
cyberspace aspect. We have witnessed his­
tory and did not even realize it. The 
Internet, and all its future evolutions, will 
play a role in the American election pro­
cess for years to come. Or at least until 
the Internet is a “has been”, and some- 
thine that we haven’t dreamed of comes 
alone- What will they think of next?
You’ve heard of the “Good Housekeep- 
ine Seal of Approval”? Well, now there’s 
actually one for the Internet! Public Eye 
establishes customer service standards for 
companies doine business in cyberspace. 
They have just completed their initial 
certification of a thousand Internet busi­
nesses. Public Eye claims that their rigor- 
ous certification standards are even hicher 
than the Better Business Bureau. Their 
Directory of Certified Safe Shoppinc Sites 
allows Internet consumers to access use­
ful performance reports on Internet busi­
nesses, so they can find out about Internet 
business before they buy. Public Eye’s rap­
idly growing database of reports can be 
viewed at http://www.thepubliceye.com. 
Have a comment to make about a certain 
business? Add it to their word-of-mouth 
database that allows consumers to file re­
ports on their experiences with internet 
businesses.
November 1 1 th is Veterans Day. The 
Dept, of Veterans Affairs (VA) site, http:/
/www.vaufiov/vaold.htm, offers info on vets 
and the services and benefits available.The 
world wide web abounds with great refer­
ence material. Psych majorswill appreci­
ate the American Psychological Associa­
tion Guide for Writing Research Papers, 
http://1 55 .43 .225 .30/ ap a.h tm . Find 
Bartlett Familiar Quotations at http:// 
www.columbia.edu/acis/bartleby/bartlett/ 
.The Rhyming Dictionary is compliments 
of som eone at C arnegie
MellonUniversity,http://www.es.cmu.edu/ 
-dougb/rhyme.html.
Don’t miss the awesome Popspeak Die- 
tionary o f S lan g, dude, http:// 
ww w.blender.com /blenderl. 1/digest/ 
popspeak/popspeakl .html.Discover the 
roster of science references at http:// 
w e b c r a w l e r . c o m / s e l e c t /  
ref.science.html.Includes Harvard’s Whole 
Brain Atlas, http://www.med.harvard.edu/ 
AANLIB/home.html, just in case you 
want to take a peek. All these and more 
are linked from my home page, http:// 
ww w.chss.m ontclair.edu/leclair/LS/ 
rita.html, just so I don’t have to hunt 
around every time I want them. The 
Internet is for sharing, so you are cordially 
invited to make use of my page.
Think you might have missed some­
thing? The Virtual Facts on File,http:// 
www.refdesk.com/facts.html, has it cov­
ered! Think I’ll go research for an honest 
politician. TTYNW. (Tilk To You Next 
Week)
by G a rry  Doxy
H lU lT H Y  L l > m
by f e b  Kenney
Are your parents shrinking? They 
probably are going down south. As 
we age, every inch lost can partially 
be attributed to osteoporosis— the 
condition that leads to bone loss. A 
number of other factors also contrib­
ute to a gradual loss in height and 
these begin when we reach our mid- 
40’s.
Muscle Atrophy. If you don’t use 
it you lose it. Our muscles are what 
support our skeleton. If you exercise 
less, as many elderly do, muscles be­
come weakened and cannot hold our 
skeleton in place. Therefore, we tend 
to sag.
Vertebra} Remodeling. The bones 
of the spine undergo a structural 
change at around 50 years of age. 
They become wider and flatter, bet­
ter enabling the spine to absorb stress
more readily, lowering the risk of spinal 
fractures.
Disk Deterioration. The padding be­
tween the vertebrae of the spine serve as 
shock absorbers. These cushins wear with 
time, resulting in spinal compression thus 
further height loss.
When we get older our diets become 
less diverse. Let’s face it; we get set in 
our ways. Therefore the amount of vita­
mins and minerals, which come from a 
variety of foods, is lacking. While you 
still have all of your facilities, make a 
conscious effort to exercise and eat 
healthy. Remember, variety is the spice 
of life. If you would like more informa­
tion of eating healthy, the Montclair 
State Dietetic Organization will be pre­
senting Scott Fisher, MS,RD, Tuesday, 
November 12th at 6:30 pm in Finley 
Hall, room 113. He will be speaking on 
nutrition and exercise.
I read somewhere that the past is like 
a mirror reflecting the souls of the future. 
I had that feeling last Tuesday when I 
went to the library researching the his­
tory of our yearbook “La Campana.” 
Amazement filled my soul when I looked 
at the old pictures of 1910s, 1920s, and 
1930s. The young eager faces looked full 
of life, vitality, and anticipation, very 
much like our own in the late 20th cen­
tury.
¿Wery early on, the panoramic view of 
thejsurrounding towns and New York City 
ham a profound effect on the students of 
Montclair Normal School. It appears that 
the swelling volcanic hill was literally ro­
manticized. By 1919, the yearbook was 
called “The Palatine,” “the highest pin­
nacle of Rome, from whose height could 
be seen the panorama of the ancient world 
of learning. We [students] look to this 
book as that hill from which we can re­
view the happiest years of our lives," the 
introduction said.
The content reflected this ancient con­
cern. There were literary works such as 
poems and short anecdotes published in 
the yearbook. At that time, more genteel 
organizations such as the Glee Club and 
Mandolin Club inhabited the halls of 
College Hall. However, the arm of mod­
ern business did extend his grip around
the waist of the innocent publication. At 
the end of the issues of 1910s and 20s 
were advertisements of businesses as far 
away as New York City.
By the end of the 1920s, the name of 
the yearbook was changed to “La 
Campanilla.” That name was chosen be­
cause “although [the college is situated] 
within an hour of the greatest cultural and 
business centers of the nation, it is still 
far enough away to have a country atmo­
sphere.” Montclair Normal School had 
become by that time New Jersey Teachers 
College with funding from the State. Con­
sequently, the advertisements, poems, and 
short anecdotes disappeared. La 
Campanilla focused on the students and 
student organizations.
However, by the early 1930s, the name 
was again changed to La Campana which 
the publication still proudly holds. The 
foreword of the 1933 issue showed the 
change from the stern academic life of 
the Montclair Normal School to a more 
relaxed atmosphere of the New Jersey 
Teachers College: “Study not this book: 
It is not a t,ext. Criticize it not on educa­
tional standards: It is not a scholarly 
manual. ..Rather carry it with you through 
life, open it now and then, and so come 
back with it through the years to the happy 
memories cloistered in its pages.” These 
words still describe today’s “La Campana.”
gg EARN EXTRA
ON YOUR 
MIDTERM BREAK!
m w m m m
Olsten Staffing Services currently offers exciting temporary 
opportunities for you to build your resume, make yourself mar­
ketable and meet new contacts for networking.
These roles are ideal for college students who will benefit by 
working during intersession this semester and many others.
Qualifications include:
■ Computer proficiency
■ Knowledge of Word, Excel, Lotus and PowerPoint
■ Strong communications & interpersonal skills
■ A proactive, “can-do” attitude
Give yourself a break in the business mainstream. You’ll enjoy 
competitive compensation, friendly co-workers and a challeng­
ing, team-spirited environment. For more information, please call 
one of our Olsten branches:
SOMERSET 908-563-1660 «¡IS
HACKETTSTOW N 908-813-8464
HAMILTON 609-586-4700 I ll
PARSIPPANY 201-335-9440
FAIRFIELD 201-882-7776
BLOOMFIELD 201-338-4343
WAYNE 201-628-0121
TINTON FALLS 908-530-3500
CLINTON 908-730-9545 ÉMÉ
EDISON 908-494-6600
PLAINSBORO 609-734-0030 ü ü i
UNION 908-686-3262
NEWARK 201-642-0235
PARAMUS 201-368-7900 m m
JERSEY CITY 201-432-5432
• • • •MORRISTOWN 201-993-9338
At Olsten
Staffing Services
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/D
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THE
JOURNEY
BEGINS...
THE
GRAPES OF
WRATH
Gallery 3 1/2, Eileen O’Brien
laycileen1 O'Brien
H um anity is sur­
rounded by textiles. We 
wear it, sleep in it, sit and 
walk on it, paint on it, sa­
lute it, wrap newborns in it 
and bury our dead in it. The 
inherent warmth of cloth 
draws me in. Intrinsically, 
tapestry weaving is the most 
appropriate medium with 
which to symbolize my 
fears, frustrations, passions, 
and pleasures.
1 discovered 1 shared 
my Irish grandpa’s affinity 
for fabric in his tailoring 
shop when 1 was little. Af­
ter exploring many medi-
Eileen O’Brien in front o f  Quality of Life; Environment,
urns, weaving instinctively , 9%  H,oo// CQtton fim vav
became the creative outlet
for me. Selling silk screened yardage to dress designers on the west coast years ago, 1 
was repeatedly drawn to yarn construction itself for design inspiration.
The designs originate from a desire to enrich the linear and gridlike quality of 
woven work by enhancing the precision and power of the fundamental line repre­
sented by each thread. Weavings are executed on a floor loom by integrating the 
colors and textures of wrap with weft threads on each of the two layers of fabric. 
These layers are manipulated with sticks to interact one thread at a time. Out of the 
solid structure of the loom and the rigid right angles of the intersecting threads come 
the freedom images of my designs. Composition and canvas become one.
Uncommon Thread can be viewed at Gallery 3 1/2 until November 25.
Ply, the quicker picker upper
by Jodi Kastel
Ply entertained an audience of about 
60 people last night in the Ratt, spon­
sored by C1C. With Judy Aron taking 
center stage, Ply kicked off their set with 
the theme from Fraggle Rock. Aron (lead 
vocals, guitar, flute, percussion, keyboards), 
music major at MSU, was backed by 
Harding on bass, John Mazzarella 
¿iiitar, and Dan Patak, a man of many 
who sings, plays drums and percus­
sion, tells jokes, and uses a 
Snapple bottle for something 
other than a refreshing drink.
Ply was joined on stage by 
Joe Cunningham, who of­
fered his clarinet and saxo­
phone talents for a few songs.
Ply is very talented, 
and had the audience, in­
cluding an exuberant group 
from the theatre department, 
clapping and singing along.
Other crowd favorites per­
formed last night were The 
P o lic e ’s “M essage in a 
Bottle,” Eddie Grant’s “Elec­
tric Avenue,” Edie Brickell 
and the New Bohemians’
“What 1 Am,” and “W hat’s 
the Matter Here,” by the
10,000 Maniacs.
Ply have great chemistry. Only to­
gether for about 9 months, they seem to 
enjoy each other on stage and just love 
to jam. Aron, with a voice as diverse in 
range as Natalie Merchants’, hopped 
around the stage, while Patak cracked 
jokes and allowed the crowd to get in­
volved. With a few more months of prac­
tice and playing live, we just might hear 
a Ply original on the airwaves.
Ictus Vigor, a band of artists making an experience
As 1 begin to write this review, 1 
find that, in order to give an accurate im­
pression of what this band is about, 1 must 
ask myself, “What is Ictus Vigor?” A ques­
tion that is not easily answerable.
So, first I refer to their self-titled 
debut CD on Ridgeback Records in hopes 
of getting at the mystery. 1 take a look at 
the lovely cover art and package, drawn 
with colored pencil by artist, Janeen Elliot. 
On the cover, 1 see there a depiction of a 
brownstone building on a city street be­
neath a night sky; yet the stone is more 
red than brown and the sky is more blue 
than black. This scene has more color and 
brightness than what you ordinarily find 
on a stark city block. The street lamp looks 
like a bright sun and sunlight-like light 
radiates from the windows, through which 
can be seen the band, jamming in the 
glow. Hmm...that reveals something, 1 
think; something about breathing color 
and life into drabness.
Next 1 open the windows and take 
a peek inside. There 1 find the photos and
lyrics. I read some of guitarist/singer/writer, 
Chris Constantino’s words. I find in them 
concern for love and unity, for truth and 
beauty and for free life and expression. I 
become aware of his ability to see the 
world as it is, with its troubles and gray­
ness, and then to extend his vision be­
yond that bleak front to find a core of 
love and harmony connecting us. Listen 
to some of his wonderfully integrating lyr­
ics, these from the song, “Color Blind 
Love”: “...everybody’s heart is red, and 
there’s a brain in every head. Racial Har­
mony is what we need I If brotherhood 
shall rise to be there’ll be no room for 
leniency no acceptance of hypocrisy I 
much less 1 and much more we.” And take 
the last verse of “Midnight Ravings” (a 
new song which does not appear on the 
recording), perhaps as Constantino’s own 
prospectus: “1 pledge allegiance to the love, 
that dwells in all before me and to all 
things fruitful, for which 1 stand, one per­
son, on the Earth, indivisible with liberty 
and justice for all.” This sort of artistic 
vision of love and freedom and equality
appear often in his words, which take dis­
integration and ugliness and work toward 
creating unity and beauty ; to change the 
unhealthy in to  the v ibrant. 
Hmm...another piece to the puzzle. Pe­
rusing the liner notes, 1 come across ac­
tual dictionary listings of the words ‘ictus’ 
and ‘vigor’. The former means rhythmic 
stress in music or a sudden attack. The 
latter basically translates to force or 
strength, vitality and healthful energy. 
Well, there’s a finger pointing me the way 
toward understanding this group. Vital 
musical energy, huh?
W ell, there’s only 
one way to learn just 
how much ictus 
vigor Ictus Vigor has.
So, 1 press play.
Then all at once, I’m 
dancing and bounc­
ing along with “Din­
ner For One” (my 
personal favorite).
Like many of their 
tunes, this one glides
along with a terrific Latin rhythm, filled 
with lots of drummer, John Constantino’s 
splashy cymbals, convulsive snare smacks 
and all around great groove. John’s drum­
ming is a special event, really. He lays
«" • f I
down such solid beats, while at the same 
time, he adds wonderful little fills and 
crashes. It’s as though his hands and feet 
never stop flurrying around the drum kit. 
His presence is always known, yet he isn’t 
obtrusive about it. It’s all very tasteful stuff. 
As I listen through the album, I find that 
Continued on page 13
The Wallflowers, a
bv Jodi Kastel
When I heard the first single of the Wallflowers’ 
latest album, Bringing Down the Horse, 1 thought they 
sounded exactly like the Counting Crows. Reading the 
liner notes, 1 see that Adam Duritz of the Counting 
Crows sings back-up on “6th Avenue Heartache,” which 
explains my confusion.
The Wallflowers are, in the words of the Osmonds, 
“a little bit country and a little bit rock and roll.” Lead 
by the rich vocals of Jakob Dylan (Bob Dylan’s son), 
band mates Rami Jaffee (pianos, backup vocals), Greg 
Richling (bass), Michael Ward (guitar), and Mario Calire 
(drums) synthesize both genres effectively, without em­
phasizing too much of either. Although some tracks are 
a bit too country for my tastes, the lyrics of the songs 
are too powerful for me to ignore.
My favorite song from the album, “One Head­
light,” made its debut on Saturday Night Live last week­
end. 1 love its driving bassline, and though the lyrics 
begin on a down note (in the cemetery at a funeral), 
the mood lightens as the song unfolds. “Invisible City” 
is 'about the harshness of big city life and the apathy of
little bit country, a little bit rock ‘n’ roll
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the masses. “Laughing 
Out Loud” is another 
great track. Dealing with 
the subject of laughing out 
of embarrassment, the 
chorus sings: "Laughing 
out loud, when 1 didn’t 
ever know just what it was 
all about. Laughing out 
loud when 1 didn’t ever 
know just why you pushed 
me around.” The MTV 
staple “6 th Avenue 
Heartache” is beautifully 
written, with wailing gui-( 
tars supporting the eeri^ ( 
lyrics: “Sirens ring, shots 
ring out, a stranger cries 
screams out loud. 1 had my world strapped against my 
back, 1 held my hands, never knew how to act.”
Bringing Down the Horse from Interscope Records 
is produced by T-Bone Burnett and features his musical
talents as well as Michael Penn of “No Myth” fame. 
Though some of the ballads may seem too country for 
some tastes, this album covers every emotion from sad­
ness to anger to romance. I give it a B.
B Sharp Jazz Quartet intertwines new and old jazz styles
by Christopher Lepre
The third release from the B Sharp 
Jazz Q uartet, (M A M A  Foundation) 
Searching For the One, is a combination 
of contemporary and classic jazz styles, 
strongly influenced by jazz greats, John 
Coltranc and Art Blakey. But the album 
is solidified by a modern sound. The 
group’s intent is to deliver a sharper, more 
modern sound Jo  jazz by going back to 
the roots of the music and to expose 
people to an escape from today’s manu­
factured radio sound.
The LA based band sports a new 
line up on this album with the addition 
of bassist Osama Afifi, who nicely com­
pliments the others members of the en­
semble: drummer Herb Graham, Jr., sax 
player Randall Willis, and keyboardist 
Rodney Lee.
The album starts slowly by building 
from song two and three, (“The Call” and 
“Double Standard") which are reminis­
cent of the classical age of jazz. These 
tracks offer consistent melodies with regu­
lar changes that leave nothing to the un­
expected.
But the most enjoyable part of the 
album is when the mood of the album 
changes and catches you off-guard with 
improvised sounding jams. Track number
Left to right: RandalI Willis, Herb Graham, 
seven, “So You Say,” features electric key­
board player Rodney Lee in a very rock 
‘n’ roll type solo jam that awakens you to 
this progression. His church organ sound 
gives a melody which irregularly flows from 
chord change to chord change, and then 
abruptly ends. The song is then picked up 
by sax player, Randall Willis, with a short
Jr., Osama Afifi, Rodney Lee 
solo that brings the song to an end.
The album then changes another 
time in the final tracks by combining both 
previous styles to produce the groups’ 
unique sound. The last two tracks, 
“Church Bells,” and “Nami” start with 
traditional beats that slowly build into 
wild sounding flashes of music. Each in­
strument steps up and bursts into a brief 
solo, which are all meshed together and 
held tight by a strong rhythm. The songs 
then end by returning to the original 
tempo from which they first started.
The album also contains some calm­
ing tunes which sound more like main­
stream contemporary jazz found on radio 
stations like CD 101.9. These tracks can 
be dull and monotonous at times and 
should be skipped. Though these songs 
interrupt the flow of the album, they don’t 
take away from the quality of the album. 
The B sharps do not make any ground 
breaking steps in the jazz world but they 
can surely play, and bring a new perspec­
tive to old favorites.
The CD begins and ends with a spo­
ken word performance from LA poet, 
Kamau Daaood and is set to the Quartet’s 
song, “Spirit of Jazz.” The spoken word 
talks about Liemert Park, a breeding 
ground for black artists in LA. It fits nicely 
into the mood of the album by reminding 
us of the beatnick roots which added to 
the styles some earlier forms of jazz.
The quartet will be on tour this fall 
promoting this new release, and they will 
becoming to Montclair’s own Trumpets on 
November eighth and ninth in Upper 
Montclair.
ICTUS VIGOR, Cont. from p. 12
Chris Constantino’s musical and song 
writing skills live up to his lyric ability. 
The songs often sound pretty jazzy, and 
this, 1 think, has much to do with Chris’ 
complex chord choices, clean rhythm 
sound and exploratory soloing, which 
ranges from the lilting and melodious to 
the piercing and harmonic-defying. Chris 
delivers his lyrics with a gritty and in-
tense voice that oozes with attitude. I am 
thoroughly struck by the bass-playing abil­
ity of Dan Fabricatore. He literally slides 
up and down the fretboard, weaving deep 
and fat tones, sizzling little runs and great 
harmony into the fabric of the songs. Dan 
has such a wonderful command of his in­
strument. 1 need only listen to his solos 
during the funky tune “Mercy Mercy” or 
at the start of “Color Blind Love” to be-
come completely awed. They have wings. 
Together, these guys fly, and yes, they cer­
tainly seem to have ictus vigor.
I had the opportunity to see them 
perform at the Wetlands last Friday night, 
and along with the rest of the crowd, 1 
thoroughly enjoyed the concert. I sat 
close to the stage and felt the rhythms 
and harmonies fill me. 1 became lost in 
the pulse, the mood and the virtuosity as
they soared through their set. Then, they 
reeled the evening to a close with Celtic- 
inspired “Midnight Ravings,” which fea­
tured an actual bagpipe solo! It was a ter­
rific concert.
So, what is Ictus Vigor? Hmm...still 
not completely sure, but this much is cer­
tain. Ictus Vigor isn’t simply a group of 
musicians making music; it is a band of 
artists making an experience.
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MSU’s Big Brother is watching
I am a fresman here at MSU. I have been receiving a 
public education from kindergarten tothe present. In 
those years I have learned that contrary to popular be­
lief the function of education is not to make you think, 
hut to tell you how to.
For example, politics: In the United States Constitu­
tion, we are told that as American citizens we are en­
titled to freedom of the press, freedom of speech, and 
freedom of religion. Well, on Sunday, November 3, the 
Republican Club went out in the evening into the bitter 
cold and posted “Dole/Kemp” and “Martini for Con­
gress” signs all over the campus. But by 2:00 p.m. Mon­
day, most of them were gone. Some students told me 
that they saw the grounds crew removing them. This is 
an outrage! 1 would think that if we want to illustrate 
our opinions in an open, mature manner that we should 
be free to do so without any hinderance from anyone. 
Regardless of what the signs said, even if they were 
“Clinton/Gore” signs, they should not have been re­
moved.
Another way we are taught to think is by the opin­
ions of our instructors. 1 was always under the impres­
sion that if I was in a biology class, I should he learning 
about biology. But, that is not always the case. In my 
Biology for Survival class, the professor was conducting 
a lecture on gene pools. He stated anyone who has 
done some gambling should know about pools. He then 
said, “People bet on the election, but 1 don’t think too 
many people are betting on Dole!” Regardless of my 
political affiliation, I was offended by this comment. A 
man in his position should not be forcing his opinions 
upon us. Instructors like this turn many an open mind 
into narrow ones.
I am not saying that we should go around uneducated 
and not listen to anything that our teachers have to say. 
But why should an instructor be allowed to force his 
opinions upon us in an effort to make us conform. Edu­
cation is supposed to make us into well rounded “indi­
viduals,” it shouldn’t try to make everyone the same. 
This is the reason that people don’t go out and vote and 
that these unfavorable people take office; they are too 
used to being taught that everyone is going to either 
think for them or tell them how to think.
William J. Gibbs, Jr., Biology
America — the most advanced  
culture or the dumbest?
I wonder how American society will be viewed 
and studied five hundred or so years from now, or 
whenever the time comes in the inevitable cycle of 
fallen dynasties when our country is no longer "the 
baddest dude on the block."
Will American culture be remembered as a land of 
great opportunity, a true “melting pot”, a great ex­
periment of many cultures meshed together to form 
one? E Pluribus Unum. A society that people from all 
over the world wished to enter and become part of. 
Or will American culture be studied as a group of 
elite, white Europeans fighting desperately and with 
all of their power to stay in control. If you need this 
illustrated, look at South Africa.
American culture has unmistakably made its pres­
ence felt around the globe. Will America be viewed 
as the most advanced culture or perhaps the dumbest? 
Allow me to explain. We put a man on the moon and 
even let him hit a golf ball from up there. Modern 
medicine has given us the ability to take a heart from 
one human being and give it another. We even have 
toilets that flush by themselves.
We have almost a carnal knowledge of our planet; 
we know, or we think we know how the earth allows 
for life. Yet, we turn the other way as we destroy it. I 
keep saying “we” because no matter who is respon­
sible, the earth is our mother and if she dies, we die.
Now for religion- If there really was a “God”, do 
you think He or She would let humans use His name 
to kill and exploit other humans for nothing more 
than greed and power? What about the Middle-East? 
Two groups of people kill each other and teach their 
children to hate each other, all in the name of God. 
Kind of ironic, don’t you think.
I firmly believe that the earth or Mother Nature is
the only real God. She has given birth to all the forms 
of life on our planet. Yet still we dump toxic waste in 
her “bloodlines”; her rivers; streams, lakes, and oceans; 
we pollute her air and slowly destroy her only protec­
tion against the angry rays from an awesome ball of 
fire. Humans, I sometimes believe, were her most dan­
gerous experiment. Often I think that such horrible 
killers as AIDS are nothing more than antibodies of 
our great Mother Earth. She is trying to tell us that 
we need to take better care of her.
Moving on, let’s applaud the MSU Residence Life 
policies. Go out, get drunk and rowdy, maybe put your 
foot through a wall and we’ll give you probation. But 
if you chill out in your room with a dube, enjoying 
the sweet sounds of Bob Marley or Bruce on the acous­
tic guitar, and the fine smelling aroma of good herb 
slithers under you door and into the hallway, oooh, 
you sure are bad.... and you’re outta here. Residence 
Life stinks! The parking here sucks too.
On to politics. 1 am so excited that this is an elec­
tion year. I get to watch two puppets bullsh*t for two 
months and when one gets elected, I can watch him 
battle with Congress, who don’t give a damn for the 
common man either. After the battle, they will both 
complain that the other side didn’t allow action to be 
done. They then will lock their doors and count their 
money. And they cycle goes on.
Back to MSU. If ever their was a funny occur­
rence, it was the controversy in the MSU student 
government. But let me inform all of you that made a 
big deal out of the controversy, no one really cares. 
But I guess it was a microcosm of real life. Politicians 
are corrupt.
Take it easy, and give peace a chance.
Kerry Eisman, History
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Prayers and thanks from OSAU
We, the Organization of Students for African Unity, 
would like to thank all of those who so generously gave 
support to Dr. Saundra; whether financial, emotional, 
or spiritual. Your support has not gone unseen or unap­
preciated. Those groups include, but are not limited to: 
Lambda Tau Omega, Chi Alpha, Student Center Main­
tenance, Karen Leake, students, staff, alumni, and the 
OSAU Executive Board and members. May God bless 
you all, and please remember to keep Dr. Saundra and 
her family in your prayers. Thank you and much love.
Corey Russ, President
Organization of Students for African Unity
The facts on Palestine and Israel
I am addressing this issue for the last time. It is based 
on fact not my own personal opinion. This letter is in 
response to Miriam Cartine’s letters which was full of 
facts that this world is obviously not aware of. The facts 
are as follows: 1
During W W l the Palestinians were promised by the 
British that they would be given Palestine to govern if 
they helped fight against the Turks. The Palestinians 
agreed, and the Turks surrendered. The British occupied 
Palestine. Balfour, Prime Minister of England at the time 
went back on his word and promised the Jewish Euro­
pean Congress that they would have a homeland in Pal­
estine. The Jews began to migrate. The migration came 
through the seaports and the British turned some ships 
back. As a result, the Jews formed an underground army 
led by Menachum Begin, they began to blow up bridges 
and even half of the King David Hotel. Back then it was 
an “underground army”, however today it is termed “ter­
rorism”. The British promised the Jews and Palestinians 
separate states. The Jews did not want half the land they 
wanted it all, as did most Palestinians. The Brits left it 
up to the UN, the UN decided on separate states, and 
war broke out. The Jews came out with their tanks and 
airforce, while all the Arabs had were some archaic rifles 
and ammunition left to them by the Brits. Perhaps those 
tanks and airplanes were parting gifts from the Germans, 
or maybe they fell from the sky. It couldn’t have been 
from the British or the US, absolutely not. The Palestin­
ians did not have any tanks nor an airforce and they 
chose to “attack” the Jews.
1 can really see how one can come to the conclusion 
that the Palestinians are oppressing themselves since they 
contribute $3 billion a year to the state of Israel, not the 
United States. Have oppressed people provided their 
oppressor with top notch military equipment or was it 
through American intervention? Have you ever been to
Palestine? Have you ever seen the West Bank and Gaza? 
Tel Aviv is like New York City, a part of the 20th cen­
tury. The West Bank and Gaza are still struggling out of 
the 19th. With all the “opportunities” given to them by 
the Israelis they can’t even build an infrastructure, no 
one can develop or build on their land without a permit 
and people only get one in very rare cases. The hospitals 
and schools resemble those of any third world nation. 
Israelis close the doors of a city so no one can go out 
and work or attend school, no one is able to find their 
family. Those who have chosen to become Israeli citi­
zens have never been accepted, and are seen and treated 
as second class citizens. The Israelis have created an 
environment in which the Palestinians are completely 
dependent on them for work. The Palestinians are noth­
ing but cheap labor to them. With all of the “opportu­
nities” provided by the Israelis there is still a 35 percent 
unemployment rate and the Palestinians cannot progress 
without their permission.
I’m not saying that the minority extremist factions 
haven’t done harm and I don’t condone any form of 
harm inflicted on another human being, and most Pal­
estinians agree with me. The argument raised in not 
that the Palestinians are “oppressed”, but by “ by “whom”. 
Isn’t is obvious?
A man comes into your home, takes it form you, kills 
all of your family and kicks you out on the street. You 
are left with nothing except your faith and he has the 
gall to say to you “ I am doing you a favor, I am letting 
you live”. Stop trying to make the hero out of the rob­
ber. Open your eyes to what is going on. You can’t let all 
of your information come from your parents and grand­
parents. I advise you to refer back to your history books 
and get the facts straight.
Ribhi Huzien
Molecular Biology
Mon tela rion Mailbag Letter Policy
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YES returns to their roots
by John J. Q'jaullivan
Being a Yes fan takes a lot of pa­
tience and courage. Throughout the 80’s 
and the 90’s, Yes has churned out what 
they considered to be “good pop.” Most 
Yes fans would agree with me when 1 say 
that a lot of what they churned out was 
“bad crap.” Granted, on their last ven­
ture, Talk, they had achieved something 
with their song “Endless Dream” that they 
didn’t do for most of the Trevor Rabin 
years. They created progressive-pop mu­
sic, if that is at all possible. But that was 
the closest thing that they had come to 
real “Yessongage” for quite some time, and 
the rest of the album was a popish wash, 
worthy of skipping.
Well, now Trevor Rabin is gone from 
the Yes lineup, and the Classic Yes lineup 
of Jon Anderson, Chris Squire, Alan 
White, Rick Wakeman, and Steve Howe 
is back with 
Yes’ new two CD 
set Keys to As­
cension. Keys is 
definitely a far 
venture from 
what they had 
done in the 80s.
Most of this al­
bum is live, re­
corded in Cali­
fornia at the 
San Luis Obispo. They also recorded two 
original studio works on the second CD. 
The songs that they chose to play for their 
live set astounded me! There is no “Owner 
of a Lonely Heart” or “Big Generator” ren­
ditions on this album (thank God). The 
songs they chose are some of their more 
technically brilliant works from the sev­
enties. This is definitely a FAN’S CD. If 
you’re not really into Yes, or don’t know 
a lot of their work before “Owner of a 
Lonely Heart,” perhaps you should pick 
up Classic Yes or Close to the Edge, both 
of which are on Atlantic Records. They’ll 
give you excellent background on the 
band, and both are excellent albums.
The first CD of the set begins with 
an excellent version of “Siberian Khatru” 
(one of the small songs from Close to the 
Edge) played in great form. Jon Anderson 
still sounds young and vibrant in his sing- 
ing-rhe progressive rock Dick Clark if you 
will. Steve Howe’s guitar still sounds lively 
on the first few twangy chords of the song.
“The Revealing Science of God,” 
one of the twenty minute songs from Tales 
o f Topographic Oceans was done better 
than the album, leaving me with goose 
bumps. They didn’t cut one bit from the 
song, and actually added more technical 
tinges and tweaks throughout the song.
Paul Simon’s “America” was done 
in traditional progressive Yes form with
Howe’s characteristic rapid-fire chord play­
ing, and Wakeman’s playful keyboarding. 
It was way different from the original, but 
it was, (need I say it again?), EXCEL­
LENT!
S tev e Howe was featured on 
“Unity”, a small introduction to “Awaken” 
that he wrote. It sounded a lot like “Let’s 
Pretend” from the Anderson Bruford 
Wakeman Howe album, which isn’t one 
of the highlights from that album. It was 
okay, I guess.
“Awaken,” from Going for the One, 
on the other hand, was done with great­
ness. The beginning, a trancey ethereal, 
mellowtron-augmented introduction, was 
replaced with punchy drumming by White 
and chant-like singing by Anderson. Once 
again, it was better than the studio re­
cording, and it was EXCELLENT!
The second CD started out with a 
bang! “Round­
about” and 
“ S t a r s h i p  
Trooper," two of 
their concert 
standards, were 
done amazingly 
well. (Actually, 
the version of 
“Roundabout” 
sounded a l­
most identical 
to the one offered on Classic Yes.)
The two original works done were 
okay. The first song, “Be the One” was 
really wishy-washy. The theme of the loss 
of innocence was attempted to be shown 
by Anderson, but the lyrics didn’t really 
make any sense. The music was straight­
forward Yespop, and was mediocre at best.
1 know, a lot of Jon Anderson’s lyrics don't 
make any sense, but I really wasn’t im­
pressed with the song.
The second song, “That, That Is” is 
much better (even though the title could 
have been better), with some generous 
helpings of Spanish guitar by Howe. The 
song was actually a collection of smaller 
songs, linked together with a great bass 
riff, rapidly played by Chris Squire. The 
lyrics (like the last song) were vague, but 
I didn’t care (if you can figure out what 
all of that Jon Anderson “Universal Con­
cordance Roundabout” stuff is, you’re a 
better person than I am). I liked it. 
Granted, it wasn’t their magnum opus, but 
it wasn’t a bad song.
All in all, this is DEFINITELY an 
album that you should buy if you are a 
Yes fan. The sound quality of the live 
tracks will leave you floored, and the stu­
dio material, albeit not as good as the older 
stuff, is still interesting to listen to— there’s 
no Rabin pop infections! If you are a hard­
ened Yes fan like me, get this album!
Su Friedrich’s film. 
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Great
Weekend Escapes 
for as low as $109
from MasterCard 
and United Airlines!
Take Off For The Weekend With United Airlines 
And Return Monday Or Tuesday To Get Substantial 
Savings When You Use Your MasterCard® Card.
Weekender Zone Fare Certificate Prom o Code: AV0096 
T icke t D esigna tor: AV0096 
Travel C om ple te : May 15,1997
Roundtrip Rates
Within Zone A  or B $129
Between Zone A  & Zone B $189
Between Zone A  & Zone C $269
Between Zone B & Zone C $189
w ith in  Zone C
Not valid tor travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.
$109
Use Your MasterCard® Card 
For Great Savings On United Airlines.
To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522 
or your travel professional. ^
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0096.
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To enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares - plus earn Mileage Plus® 
credit on your trip - just call your travel professional or United to reserve 
your (light and redeem your certificate.
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase an 
E-TIcket“  between September 1,1996 and December 31,1996 for travel 
between September 15,1996 and May 15,1997. Outbound travel must 
originate on flights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on flights 
returning on Monday (An exception for travel between Zones A and C, 
return travel may take place on Tuesday).
Zone D e fin it io n s :
Zone A  -  AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME,
Ml, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, Rl, SC, TN, VA, VT, Wl, WV
Zone B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY
Zone C - AZ, CA, NV, OR, WA
Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.
Term s and Conditions:
Good for roundtrip travel.
Promo Code: AV0096
Carrier: United Airllnes/Shuttle by United/United Express only.
Routing: Roundtrip or Open Jaw within the 48 contiguous United States, 
excluding travel to/from IL/CO.
Travel Dates: September 15,1996 through May 15,1997.
TRAVEL MUST BE COMPLETED BY MIDNIGHT, May 15,1997.
Ticket Dates: September 1,1996 through December 31,1996.
No Travel: 1996: Nov. 23-26, Nov. 30-Dec. 3, Dec. 21-24.
1997: Mar. 22-25, Mar. 29-Apr. 1; Apr. 5-8,12-15.
(Or blackouts restricted on the fare purchased, whichever Is more restrictive.) 
Booking: Must be confirmed roundtrip In V class; no open segments permitted. 
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hours of making the reservations at least 14 
days prior to departure.
M in im um /M axim um  Stay: Saturday night stay required.
M ileage Plus Accrual: Yes
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service).
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges, including passenger 
facility charges, are the responsibility ot the user and must be paid at ticketing. 
C ertificate R estric tions: Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible, 
non-comblnable with any other coupon, certificate, discount, bonus upgrade, 
Mileage Plus award, promotional offers or tickets for group travel. Not 
replaceable if lost or stolen. Protection for flight irregularities will be on 
Unlted/Shuttle by United/United Express flights only. Discount applies to new 
purchases only. Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in the 
required booking inventory at the time reservations are confirmed. Coupon 
has no cash or refund value and is void if altered or duplicated. Coupon may
not be sold, bartered or purchased.
T icketing R estrictions: Non-refundable. Nontransferable after ticketing. 
Changes in origin/destinalion not permitted. Travel dates MAY BE revalidated 
for $50.00 fee.
© 1 996  MasterCard International Incorporated
Agency T icketing Instructions:
See S*PMA/AV0096 for detailed information 
Treat as Type ‘A’ discount coupon 
Fare Basis Code: VE14NWKD
VE14NWKV fo r trave l between zones A & C 
Use Ticket Designator: AV0096 
Endorsement Boxes: VALID UAL ONLY/Non-Ref/No Itin 
Changes
UAL-ATO/CTO Ticketing Instructions: see S*PMO/AV0096
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No history lesson here; ju s t a 
student's endeavor into the truth
In reply to Miriam Cartine’s letter, her criticism of 
Ribhi Huzien’s letter implies that the oppression of Pal­
estine has been self inflicted. But in a contradictory note 
she claims that the British, by “abandoning” their Pro­
tectorate, left the Palestinians in an oppressed position. 
The British had a role in this tragedy, but cannot shoul­
der all of the blame. Their Imperialist/Colonialist Em­
pire was seeing its last days at the end of the 1940s. 
What they did was gracefully withdraw from British 
Mandate Palestine. The Palestinian uprising that took 
place after the declaration of the Jewish State didn’t 
arise from the “arms and ammunitions” left by the Brit­
ish. In fact, the Palestinian people were opposed to the 
immigration of European Jews from the turn of the cen­
tury, when the influx began. They formed protest rallies 
and a nationalist movement that was quelled in 1946 by, 
the British. They only resorted to an armed battle when 
they saw that their peaceful protests had no effect; when 
they realized that their homes and land were being sto­
len from under their feet to provide accommodations for 
European Jews, who had more “right” to claim the land 
than the people already living in it. Desperate times 
called for desperate measures.
Miriam is sadly misinformed about the rights of the 
Israeli government to deport those native people that 
they find troublesome. Some argue that the land was 
bought outright and fairly, but the price was paid with 
Palestinian blood. Is there a note of Nazi Germany here? 
It still puzzles me that a “race” that has been so outra­
geously massacred and herded into ghettos in Germany
could inflict the same brutality on others. That is what 
the Zionists/Israelis did. They never built death camps, 
they expected the Palestinians to do that to themselves. 
Look at the Palestinian ghettos, commonly called refu­
gee camps, and try to discern any major differences be­
tween them and the ones from Nazi Germany.
This is a case of blaming the victim. The Palestinians 
have fought valiantly in the only ways they have left. 
We admire freedom fighters in other situations, so why 
do we call Palestinians “terrorists"? Let’s not pretend that 
they have a good life over there. Israel does not provide 
them with health care, education, or substantial jobs - 
unless you include cheap lajpor as 3 job description. The 
few Palestinians that are c jt jiz e p ? ,tre a te d  as second 
class, and experience as much prejudice as Arabs. Those 
who are not citizens are treated as subhuman.
In reply to Ms. Gartine’s question, I would like to say 
that it most certainly is Israel’s problem. They inflicted 
the wound, and since it was not a mortal wound, they 
are left with blood on their hands and the writhing body 
of a people too fiercely proud to die. They have tried to 
wash the blood off, but they can never wash away the 
guilt with.blood-tainted water, and they can’t bury the 
corpse before it dies. Before we try to “tell it like it is”, 
let’s try to determine “how it is”. I am not giving a his­
tory lesson here, but the evidence is there and it is not 
in favor of the Israel some like to think of as a fair and 
moral state.
Lily Hodge
Art History
Prof continues to reveal conservative “propaganda”
In a previous letter I discussed how “Gonservatism” is 
a pro-employer ideology that aims to lower the standard 
of living of all employees and promote ideologies which 
justify exploitation and the subordination of working 
people to their bosses.
It’s important to understand what this means. Books 
and articles written by “conservative” propagandists, 
funded by corporate think-tanks and foundations, are 
“Public Relations”, pure and simple. No matter how many 
footnotes they may contain, they are not real research. 
Since they set out, not to1 question their own biases and 
consider all evidence, but to write pro-employer propa­
ganda, they can in principle never discover the truth.
“Conservative” pseudo-scholars -  like Terry Eastland, 
who spoke here recently — are like the chemists with 
Ph.Ds who work for tobacco companies. Their academic 
degrees are window-dressing, to dupe the unwary reader 
- to make it easier for them to lie for their corporate 
masters. Therefore, no one should even read them -  do 
you read the “research” put out by tobacco companies 
“proving” that smoking doesn't contribute to cancer? -  
except for the purpose of exposing them.
In my last letter 1 exposed the “conservatives’” at­
tacks on big government, education, affirmative action, 
and the minimum wage. Here I consider a few more 
issues beloved by “conservative” mouthpieces for busi­
ness interests.
• Attack feminism. The feminist movement threat­
ens to push up the cost of labor, because women have 
historically been a source of underpaid labor. “Conser­
vatives” also offer women as another scapegoat for the
anger men feel at economic insecurity, for which corpo­
rations are really responsible.
• Oppose abortion rights. This supports authoritar­
ian, anti-worker groups like the various Church hierar­
chies. Opposing abortion justifies not giving women im­
portant health-care benefits (stripped of religious mumbo- 
jumbo, abortion is a women’s health care issue); and 
makes exploitative “Conservatives” and their corporate 
paymasters appear, to the naive, to be concerned about 
“human rights.”
• Attack immigrants. Immigrants have always been 
prized as cheap labor. None of the “Conservatives” really 
want to stop immigration — that would raise the price of 
labor. What they do want is for immigrants to have as 
few rights (e.g. to unionize) as possible; as few benefits 
(which raise the cost of labor) as possible; and to be used 
as a scapegoat, like other “minorities”, for the lower stan­
dard of living US citizens are suffering. While “conser­
vatives” try to get whites, blacks and latinos to blame 
each other for their lower living standard, they would 
like us all to unite as citizens and blame immigrants! 
Then their corporate bosses would come out smelling 
like a rose!
• Anti-Communism. Virtually all conservatives be­
gan as anti-Communists. Why do corporations hate com­
munist ideology? Communism stands for getting rid of 
exploiters and employers altogether, and putting an end 
to the profit system which dooms most of us to the “ten­
der mercies” of the corporate bosses!
• “Freedom” is a word never far from “Conservatives’” 
lips. Want to see what the “Conservatives’” devotion to
Tightrope
by Angela Daidone
Elections to 
just too
I’ve already begun to spot Christmas trees in the 
store windows, and every major mall has my name 
on their mailing list for this year's holiday catalog. 1 
love the happiness and excitement that the Christ­
mas season evokes, but I must admit that I am one of 
those people that is ready to take down decoratioas 
on December 26. And if I had my way, 1 wouldn’t 
put them up until December 24. Too much hype, too 
early. Every year the season starts sooner and all the 
fun is gone by the time the real holiday gets here. 
Enough already, huh?
This is exactly how 1 felt about this election year. 
By the time you read this, we will have elected a 
president, senator, several congressmen and several 
other local people, all of whom started campaigning 
what seems like years ago. I’m tired of it.
In my 22 years of exercising my Constitutional 
right to vote, i can proudly say that 1 have never 
missed a election -  local, state, or national. But in a 
great majority of those elections, l cared about which 
levers 1 pulled ~ not this time. I’ve had enough of all 
the media stuff; I was sick of the mudslinging that
must have reached an all time high. And in most*
races, 1 felt like I was choosing the lesser of two evils.
Am 1 a hypocrite for even bothering? I don’t feel
.... ■.«*.. AA VA^ V
that 1 am. I’d surely be a hypocrite if I stayed at home 
and complained without participating.
Am 1 a fool for taking part in something 1 don’t 
even feel strongly about? One might think so, but 
even a weak voice is better than no voice at all.
Do 1 feel like I’ve wasted my time? Nah. But I 
could think of a lot of things to do that would waste 
my time but voting, even unemotionally, isn’t one of 
them, I will say, however, with all my sincerity I could 
possibly muster, that I’m glad it’s over. Enough al­
ready.
The distressing thing is that the minute all the 
polls closed and voted were tallied, the analysts pulled 
out their StrategoTM boards and started priming for 
the race next century. Egads.
But. I’ll be ready for them...and I’m not taking my 
Christmas lights off the house and gifts are already 
bought, wrapped, and tagged, “Do not Open Until 
X-Mas, year 2000".
J
“freedom” is really worth? Ask how many left-wing maga­
zines, speakers, and organizations these same corporate 
foundations fund. Forget it! For Conservatives, “free­
dom” -  including freedom of the press -  is for them­
selves, and their bosses, the corporate elite, period. The 
rest of us only have the “freedom” to believe what they 
say; do what we’re told; and shut up!
My next letter will examine affirmative action and 
expose the racism behind “Conservatives’” attack on it. 
Grover Furr 
English Department
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Native American
by Joseph Paternoster
Since the “Open
bu llies rule the ro o st a t M SU
As though it wasn’t enough two weeks 
ago during the open forum, cheerfully re­
ferred to as “A pig roast sponsored by Dean 
Harris” prior to the event, when no one 
(party goers, administration, campus po­
lice) wanted to take responsibility for their 
part in the riot Homecoming weekend -  
it’s gotten worse. Now the gutless bullies 
run the campus.
Last Saturday morning at abut 12:30 
a.m. as I was getting ready to leave the 
MSU campus, 1 heard chanting from the 
Bohn/Blanton Quad. As I got closer 1 
could make out some of the words “No 
mace in my face” and “Campus Police are 
f*ck-ups”. The chanting was obnoxious, 
rude, childish, and illegal. 1 called cam­
pus police to put a stop to it, since it was 
after quite hours and probably waking or 
keeping some people up.
I made my call at about 1 am, and the 
officer knew what 1 was calling about as 
soon as she answered the'phone. (Later 1 
found out that one of my friends had called 
right before me, and found that she wasn’t 
the first call either). So 1 waited, the 
chanting got louder and louder but cam­
pus police never showed up. They received 
a t least three phone calls that I know of 
and didn’t respond to any of them. The 
chanting subsided and the crowd was fully 
dispersed by about 1:30 a.m.
So,f as a result of these bullies (the 
chanters) calling for a showdown with 
campus police and the aforementioned 
“pig roast”, it seems that the bullies have 
won. Now campus police is damned if they 
do (police brutality, racism charges)and if 
they don’t (they are not protecting the 
campus at-large). The bullies have won, 
campus police backed down. But" this 
showdown holds meaning for more than 
just those groups and that period of time.
The next time a black or Latin frater­
nity, sorority, or group has a party and 
needs security, who are they going to call 
on? Should campus police have to cringe 
in fear at one time and be at their beckon 
call the next? It seems that the bullies 
have chewed off their nose to spite their 
face. They will soon realize that actions 
do have consequences - and they will have 
no one to blame but themselves.
Another area that this little charade
will affect is racial hostility on campus, 
especially for those who live here. By and 
large, the majority of residents obey the 
rules but some don’t. Those who don’t 
obey them on a consistent basis choose 
not to because they know that they will 
not face any consequences. All they have 
to do is cry racism, sexism, or some other 
politically correct-ism, and the adminis­
tration will back off as far as they can. 
But they don’t have to live with the people 
that they are afraid to discipline; the resi­
dents do, and they are the ones who have 
'fb live with the results o f the 
administration’s cowardice.
A note to the bullies and rule breakers 
(who are probably one in the same), re­
spect is not given, it is earned. Yelling at 
the top of your lungs to wake up all of 
your neighbors is not a way to earn that 
respect. It just makes things worse. All 
cultures and backgrounds are not equal, 
and if yelling in the middle of your block 
at home was acceptable there, it isn’t here. 
So grow up and knock, it off. Nobody 
owes you anything because you were born 
a certain color or gender.
But 1 don’t think the chanting was done 
in front of Blanton and Bohn because it 
was thought to be acceptable or funny. 1 
think the bullies are cowards. If they had 
really wanted to make a statement to cam­
pus police, why didn’t chant in front of 
the police station? They could have prac­
ticed their chants on the way there. I’ll 
tell you why they didn’t do it there, they 
were scared. They were afraid to protest 
in front of the very people they suppos­
edly were chanting to. Why? Well, the 
sheer number of officers that could have 
been there quickly, the access by local 
police could have been easy, and there 
would have been less places to hide. But 
mainly it was because they have no guts.
So what’s the moral of this story? Well, 
the campus is officially unsafe (especially 
if the perpetrator of a crime is a univer­
sity-preferred minority). Racial hostilities 
will be up again. And the administration 
will again be silent, but at least the bul­
lies can take heart -  they got what they 
wanted. Or did they? One way or another 
they will learn that actions do have con­
sequences.
Why we can't all just get along
—  
Antics in the 
Forbidden Zone
h \ Modani Ant
As I sat at the Open Forum in the Student Center 
Ballrooms two weeks ago, 1 was astounded by the way 
people acted.
Dean Helen laid out some very simple and concise 
instructions. People were invited to ask questions, make 
comments, or just state their feelings about the events 
surrounding the now-infamous Lambda Tau Omega party. 
The conditions for participation in the Forum were so 
simple, a preschooler would have understood: each 
speaker would be limited to three minutes, others would 
remain quiet and respectful during the questions, and 
people were to allow the panelists to respond without 
being interrupted. She also said that if any questions 
could not be answered without investigation, they would 
be researched and answered at the next Forum. If any­
one had difficulty understanding such simple instruc­
tions, and it appears that many did, then how the hell 
did they get into college?
When Dean Helen spoke, young ladies sitting around 
me made fun of her stammering, mocked her voice, and 
the rest of them yelled and screamed at her as she tried 
to respond. Lt. Cell was berated when he couldn’t pro­
duce immediate answers to questions. But not every ques­
tion could be answered right then and there. People 
knew that going in, and their lack of cooperation and 
respect was truly cyclopean. When many got answers,
they didn’t like them, and pissed and moaned their dis­
satisfaction. Some behaved worse than a kindergarten 
class that’s been fed a steady diet of refined sugar and 
coffee.
When Lt. Cell was asked about the alleged cavalier 
use of mace by the various police officers, the question I 
hoped he would ask was, why didn’t the girl on the pay 
phone seek medical treatment and then file a police re­
port? I ask the same question of the young lady who 
identified herself as a macing victim. Why didn’t she go 
to the hospital for treatment? Why didn’t she file a com­
plaint with Campus Police? Call me cynical, but as an 
aspiring lawyer, I’m hard-pressed to believe that such 
incidents occurred if no action was taken by the “vic­
tims.” If / had been maced while minding my own busi­
ness, I would first seek medical treatment, then file a 
complaint with the police, and lastly, call my attorney to 
initiate a civil action against the police department re­
sponsible for my injury. Without taking those first two 
steps, anyone would have a hard time corivincing a judge 
that they were wronged. If one is raped and waits a week 
or two before reporting it, conviction is nearly impos­
sible because the physical evidence is lost.
The other thing that completely floored me was the 
admission by two people that participants are incapable 
of behaving properly at parties, and the police should
recognize that and be prepared for the inevitable don- 
nybrook. Joseph Cerqueira, in his article on the subject 
of the Forum, quoted a young woman who said, “We 
are not Caucasian. We don’t act or party like you,” and 
you can’t be understood if the administration doesn’t 
know you. What the hell docs that mean? In the first 
place, the last time I looked, Dean Harris was black, and 
so was President Reid. 1 must ask the young lady, be-' 
cause blacks don’t act or party like whites, does-that 
mean that only white people know how to behave prop­
erly? I think that’s a pretty racist thing for her to say 
about her own people.
A young man dressed entirely in army green (I didn’t 
get his name -  there was too much yelling and carrying 
on to hear it) stood before us all and said, “You know 
how we get, you know this gonna happen.” Thus, blame 
for the ruckus was laid at the feet of the Campus Police 
because children are going to misbehave and the police 
should expect it. That has got to be the most ridiculous 
thing I’ve ever heard. If you say you can’t or won’t be­
have with proper deportment, and that sounds like a 
promise to me, then perhaps you shouldn’t be allowed 
to have parties. Period.
By the way, President Reid, where the hell were you? 
Don’t you think it might have been a good idea for you 
to at least make an'appearance at the Forum?
... ........................ ...........................  ............................  i ..............................  ......................................... ...................................
“The a priori dogma that all cultures are equal ignores the plain fact that cultures do not present a static tableau of
differences, but rather a dynamic process of competition....Competition means winners and losers -  not merely a static
display o f  ‘multicultural diversity. ’  ”  -  Thomas Sowell, Race and Culture ( / 994)
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MSU professor is way off the 
mark in criticizing conservatives
Always Right
by John Brost
-
The election is over, the people have spoken, and the 
subjects of so many editorials suddenly become obsolete. 
“So on what am 1 poinp to write this month’s article?” 1 
asked myself. And then, there it was: a letter to the 
editor so full of fallacy that 1 absolutely must respond. It 
was a journalistic Rift from God.
I’m referrinR to the letter written by Dr. Grover Furr, 
which appeared in last week’s M ontclarion. In it, Furr 
addressed a number of the beliefs that conservatives hold, 
and states what he believes is wronR with each one. His 
letter is orRanized, thorouRh, and seems to show a few of 
the problems he sees with conservatism. There is only 
one problem with the letter: it is not based on facts.
In the openinR paraRraph, Dr. Furr states that by “Con­
servatives,” he does not mean “the workinR people who 
identify with (conservatism), but the elitists who con­
trol the political process.” The political process is con­
trolled by everyone; we all have the ripht to vote. It is 
by this way, and only this way, that the political process 
is controlled.
Let’s say, thouRh, that for the sake of arRument, the 
party leaders are enpaRed in some sort of conspiracy and, 
as Dr. Furr seems to suRRest, that they are the ones who 
actually control the political process. With this in mind, 
let me pose a question: If 1 were to hold a set of beliefs as 
a workinR person, and then entered politics and worked 
my way up to be a party leader, would the reasons I held 
these beliefs be different from when I beRan? After all, 
politicians are people, too, and the vast majority are
decent individuals who stand up for their beliefs, not 
what some corporation tells them to believe. 1 find it 
difficult to believe that all, or even most, of the conser­
vative politicians are brainwashed or corrupted by the 
influence of corporations.
Dr. Furr states that the political apenda of conserva­
tives revolves around lowerinR the cost of labor. This is 
entirely inaccurate. Rather, conservatives believe in 
maximizinR profits. If this means buyinR new machinery 
to make the assembly line more efficient or improvinR 
sales techniques, so be it..-Jt does not mean, as Furr sup- 
Rests, payinR lower wapes? Actually, hiRher waRes are 
pood for business, to a qAjfcin exhirit? B .^pftyinR valued 
employees hiRher «'aResc^^dfiti^W^Aqppd jnp to merit, 
work productivity increases. After all, who wouldn’t work 
harder in order to earn more money? If conservatives are 
as partial to the interests of “corporations” as Dr. Furr 
suRRests, than they must also be in favor of payinR fair 
waRes.
School vouchers were also attacked by Dr. Furr. Rather 
than presentinR the plan for what it is, an attempt to 
Rive a choice to parents who cannot afford private or 
parochial school for their children, he somehow alleRes 
that it is part of a conspiracy to destroy public education 
and will cost parents more money. I cannot understand 
how Rivinp parents money to send their children to a 
school of their choice will cost them more money. As 
for destroyinR public education, I’m not too worried. 
Currently, a diploma from a public hiph school is not
even a Ruarantee that a pe.rson can read, write, and do 
simple math -  and that is only what the public schools 
admit! I fail to see how much worse it can Ret.
Then there’s somethinR called “Divide and Conquer 
Tactics,” accordinR to Furr. Examples Riven include af­
firmative action and keepinR the minimum waRe low. 
But, rather than discussinR the merits of affirmative ac­
tion, and the true reason why conservatives disaRree with 
it (because they view it as a form of discrimination), he 
simply dismisses it as another case of conservatives ca- 
terinR to corporations. With the minimum waRe, he fails 
to realize that it was conservatives who recently passed a 
raise in the minimum waRe.
It is here that Dr. Furr loses whatever credibility he 
had. After spendinR the rest of his article sayinR that 
corporations and conservatives are bedfellows, Dr. Furr 
suddenly says that a hiph minimum waRe adds to unem­
ployment, which is somehow Rood for business. And of 
course, he alleRes that conservatives only want what is 
best for corporations.
Furr ends his letter by statinR that in a future letter, 
he will r o  over the reasons why conservatives are op­
posed to certain other thinRS. Personally, I can’t wait. 
AccordinR to Dr. Furr, I must be in cahoots with corpo­
rations. 1 only wish I could thank him for informinR the 
students, instead of havinR to chastise him for makinR 
up “facts” as he Roes alonR. For an “educator,” he did a 
terrible job of educatinR anyone about anythinR, except 
the lesson reRardinR not believinR everythinR they read.
..... ,........... ,......... Wsk.......................
therefore, he is at odds with
dictators who rule by terror;
•
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and equally with those
gentler collectivists who ask
■
our permission to play God
with the human ra ce”
From The Conscience o f a Conservative 
by Barry Goldwater (1960)
It’s Greek to Me
by Wendy Hollenbeck
I have written about five articles since the semester 
beRan. All of them have adressed different issues re- 
RardinR quetions about Greek Life. One of these ar­
ticles, which ran last month, I dedicated to supportinR 
the option for first semster freshman to pledpe.
Last week at the Blue Ribbon Committee meetinR 
a new tentative “constitution” was drawn up for MSU 
rules in reference to Greek Life. One of the main is­
sues brouRht up was the topic of fisrt semster freshman 
pledRinR. After about twenty minutes of debate, it was 
decided that this would be left as an option to fresh­
men to decide for themselves. What was the swayinR 
factor that chanRed the administration’s minds? Library
MSU adminstrators: 
Read this article!
hours; a time desipnated to studyinp so freshmen would 
not fall behind in classes. Hello, Montclair? It was al­
ready discussed last month that this was already an 
instituted part of most, if not all, pledpe proprams!
Other issues that were brouRht up at the meetinR 
have also been covered by me in past articles. A word 
of advice to administrators, faculty, and students in­
volved in understandinp more about Greek Life: Read 
this article! It is an informative and easy way to learn 
the basics of the Greek system and where we are com- 
inp from. Knowinp the few thinps I po over every other 
week may save the valuable deliberation time of those 
tryinp to better our system.
Tired of the 
liberal rhetoric?
Annoyed by the conservatives?
Ready to let people know what you think?
Then respond to what you’ve read here.
Send your mail to the Montclarion Mailbag. 
For the Mailbag policies, turn to page 17
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The Examined 
Life by Jean-Marie Navetta
Despite Clinton’s reelection, the 
best may still be ye t to come
Say what you will -  the fat lady has sung, the jit: is 
up, it’s really over. After months of kissing babies, press 
releases, commercials, sex, lies, and videotape, the elec­
tion has come to an end. And yes, it’s pretty much turned 
out as people expected. Bill Clinton won, but nor with 
the mandate of over 5 1 percent of the vote that he had 
hoped for. Boh Dole’s career in politics is at best on 
hold, at worst at its end. Once again, the Republi­
cans hold control of Congress, proving (at least) that 
all the twisted untruths about the “evil 104th Con­
gress” were not believed by voters — in fact, they 
elected more Republicans to the Senate than they
did in 1994-
Unfortunately, we need to look at the cost of this 
election, not only in monetary figures, but in terms 
of what it says about what people used or didn't use 
as their voting issues in this election.
The Democrats, quite effectively, proved that play-
straight virtually impossible.
As expected, young voters (particularly those of col­
lege age) supported Clinton over Dole, largely because 
of wbat Clinton promised for education: tax cuts, con­
tinuation of the Direct Loan Lending Program, and ex­
tended support for the Americorps program. What many
u rtM«, (MfkOM
DILL FRIENDS OF BILL
ing up to people’s fears is a good way to win votes,
regardless of the truth of what they were saying. Bill of these students did not hear about were the dark sides 
Clinton won both Florida and Arizona, and these wins to these promises, namely, that most students who re- 
were attributed to the fact that there is a large percent- ceive Pell grants will not be eligible for the tax cuts 
age of elderly voters in those states who were misled to Clinton promises, that the Direct Loan Lending Pro- 
believe that Bob Dole had a vendetta against them and gram will not ensure the lowest loan rates, and that 
was sure to do away with Medicare. The facts, however, Americorps serves only a tiny fraction of students at an 
showed that the GOP was in favor of increasing Medi- exorbitant cost. But the Democrats were so busy portray- 
care spending and would make the future of Medicare ing Republicans as student-starving, education-loathing, 
not only viable, but also more helpful to beneficiaries elitist barbarians, many never heard about these facts, 
than it is now. However, commercials run by Democrats But perhaps most mind-boggling was the fact that a 
(such as Boh Torricelli) were powerful and misleading vast number of voters were quite willing to ignore many 
enough to make many attempts at setting the record of Bill Clinton’s actions which they would never accept
in a friend or spouse, hut found acceptable for the Presi 
dent of the United States. It is remarkable that any 
woman who would consider herself a feminist would 
vote forjt man who cheated on his wife, is known for 
womanizing, and is under investigation in a sexual ha­
rassment case. But apparently, in this case Ayn Rand 
was absolutely right when she said, “It is useless to
raise moral questions in regard to a moral obscen-
• »> tty.
Further, most people would find it difficult to as­
sociate with someone who had been involved in 
violations of people’s privacy, shady real estate deals, 
acceptance of illegal contributions, and buying and 
selling public policy (just to name a few). But most 
people were able to overlook FBI files, Whitewater, 
Lippogate, and Indonesian deals to vote for Bill 
Clinton. Without making any attack on anyone’s 
character — just a few observations — 1 am justified 
in asking if character counts for anything anymore.
So we’re looking forward to another four years of Bill 
Clinton. But I’m sure that they won’t be boring. He’s 
now indebted to every special interest group under the 
sun for his reelection, and, despite the fact that he claims 
to be opposed to such pressures, he’s going to have to 
answer to them. — As will he have to answer the ques­
tions that special prosecutor Kenneth Starr will have for 
him very soon. And this is no threat -  only a real con­
sequence of Bill Clinton’s free actions.
So maybe it really isn’t all over. In fact, maybe it’s 
more like Tony Bennett has been singing lately: The 
best is yet to come.
—
Disgruntled
by Toni Tracy
There is a saying that I heard once that really makes 
very little sense to me. It is something about how you 
can’t put toothpaste back into the tube after you have 
squeezed it out. It kind of reminds me of how things 
c lim a x e d d n  the SGA impeachment procedures last night. 
Although rumors were first laid out weeks ago, it ap­
peared that major changes would be forthcoming. The 
information was so powerful that once it came out, there 
was no stopping the events that followed.
I am, of course, referring to the resignation of SGA 
Treasurer Barry Bernstein and the removal from office of 
SGA President Julio Marenco. Let me first say that 1 do 
not believe that these two or any one else on the E- 
board acted with malicious intent to steal from the stu­
dents. But, looking at what they allegedly did over the 
summer, it is really difficult for me to figure out what 
these two were thinking.
Depending on who you ask, the former SGA book­
keeper was either fired or quit. Whatever, the position 
was vacant in the beginning of last June. The SGA book­
keeper is like a watchdog. She makes sure that every­
thing is being done properly within the statues and that 
no one is abusing their position. Even without this posi­
tion, there is another person who can perform some types 
of checks and balances system with SGA  financial pro­
cedures. This person would be the financial advisor. The 
financial advisor was fired shortly into the new E-board’s
The SGA Circus finally leaves town
term. This means that there was no one to ensure that 
the day to day financial operations of the SGA were 
being carried out properly.
Does this mean, that there was money being embezzled? 
No. What it means is that people who have experience 
in dealing with SGA financial matters, the accountants, 
the administration, etc., were not there to either advise 
or help out the E-board. It is too much to ask the SGA 
Treasurer to assume all three positions. It also means 
that the SGA President and Treasurer can carry out fi­
nancial operations without anyone knowing. The SGA 
is set up with checks and balances for a reason. Had 
these two positions been filled, I do not think that a 
majority of the problems that occurred over the summer 
would have existed.
It is questionable decisions and operations such as 
these that will draw the spotlight of the administration 
to the SGA. The SGA is autonomous, but we do not 
collect money directly from the students. It comes to the 
SGA through the University. They have a vested inter­
est in how that money is being spent, thus the reason for 
the financial advisor. I hope that the administration, 
having seen an attempt by the SGA to correct its inter­
nal problems, will give new President Amy Fisher and 
Secretary Jenn Lynch time to prove that things will be 
different before taking any drastic measures. We are stu­
dents, and we make mistakes, but in this instance, I be­
lieve that we have taken appropriate measures to bring 
back the integrity of the SGA.
I am not happy with what happened last night at the 
SGA meeting, and no one should be. The removal of 
an executive officer from his position is not a victory for 
the corporation, it is a black eye, albeit a deserved one. 
There was no victory last nigh,tv.A lot of work remains 
to be done in order to prove to the administration, the 
students the SG A  represents and most importantly, to 
each person directly involved in SGA  themselves that 
the SGA can be strong again. Where was the SGA 
during the national elections? Where have they been all 
semester in the eyes of the students on campus? Tied up 
in legal cases and internal struggles, that’s where. It is 
time for that to change. We have a semester and a quar­
ter to create a legacy and do something worthwhile for 
the students who count on us to represent them.
On a more personal note, I am glad this is all over. 
As a legislator and Editor-in-Chief of this newspaper, 1 
lost a lot of integrity, respect for other people, and some 
friends. That is something I will regret. Nobody wanted 
any of this to happen, but it did. It would be easy for us 
to look back and see what we would have done differ­
ently, but where would that get us? There are other battles 
to wage now. We must all heal our wounds from this last 
battle and return our focus to where it should be: serv­
ing the students.
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Dilbert
by Scott Adams
START SMOKING.
THAT WAY YOU’LL
have: frequent
COMPANY- SANCTIONED 
BREAKS THROUGHOUT 
THE DAY.
THIS IS 
YOUR 
STRATEGY 
FOR DOWN 
S IZ IN G , 
ISN ’T  IT ?
)
FRED IS DEAD
by ‘Bob"
Montclair (BYOB) Fred, the cabbage 
that wanted to be president is dead, 
after a suicidal meeting with a food 
processor yesterday. Fred, who’s presi­
dential race involved using a lot of 
libelous campaign ads abruptly ended 
on Election Day when Bill Clinton 
effectively kicked his ass.
John J. O’Sullivan, sleazy campaign 
manager, was in tears at this morning’s 
press conference, “He just wanted to 
rule the world fairly and justly. He 
just wanted to make the human race 
cower under him. YOU BASTARDS 
DID THIS TO  HIM. YOU ALL 
SUCK. DIE! DIE! DIE!” O’Sullivan 
said. He lunged at Sam Donaldson 
with a butter knife after the press con­
ference.
The “Fred the Head of Cabbage” cam­
paign was marked with controversy 
when “Fred” and O’Sullivan went on 
the road. Allegations of sex scandals, 
bank robbings, toxic waste dumpings, 
deflowerings, hit and runs, computer 
tossings, chair throwings, extortions, 
abortions, moron explodings, canyon 
fillings, paper doodlings, gold stealings, 
steel goldings, toy thefts from children, 
children thefts from hospitals, hospi­
tal thefts from cities, and illegal uses
of a blender were held against the 
“Fred” campaign by Dick Zimmer (R). 
Nobody was really sure why Zimmer 
attacked Fred, since he wasn’t running 
against him.
The other presidential candidates had 
little to say about Fred’s passing. “Bob 
Dole feels sad that Fred died. Bob Dole 
lost too. Bob Dole didn’t kill himself. 
Bob Dole is sad, but Liddy Dole will 
help Bob Dole get over this. Bob Dole 
will never be defeated in his heart,” 
said Republican candidate Bob Dole. 
Grammarians ended up murdering him 
later after he referred to himself in the 
third person for the 
324857894798437nd damn time.
“It’s a shame that he died, I feel his 
pain. I was going to punt him off of 
the bridge to the 21st century. Ha ha 
ha, I made a joke, right honey?” said 
President Bill Hillary Clinton.
Ross Perot was unavailable for com­
ment, since he was busy making a large 
pie chart.
Fred’s body can be viewed at Boston 
Market on Route 46 in Clifton, where 
he is featured in their cole slaw. There 
won’t be any services, since he was only 
a cabbage, and most people would feel 
stupid attending a funeral for a cab­
bage.
Gotta Love it!
Sponsored by the American Welter Council. (Our motto: Milk sucks!)
I  CAN ONLY 
PRAY THAT YOUR 
PERSONAL
MAGNETISM 
WON'T ERASE
MY HARD 
ORIVE.
J m
HERE'S MY FIRST 
CIGARETTE EVER.
I'M  LOOKING FORWARD 
TO TH E MANY SMOKING 
BREAKS I'M  ENTITLED 
TO.
I'LL PROBABLY SEE 
YOU THREE TIM E S  
A DAY, TOST SMOKING 
AND CH A TTIN G  AND 
EN 30YIN G  THE FRESH 
A IR !
ACCORDING TO THE 
AOS, TH IS  BRAND 
OF CIGARETTE (WILL 
BE LIKE MOUNTAIN 
B IK IN G  PAST A 
SPARKLING WATERFALL
£ 2 0
Oi ■ j
ARE YOU GETTIN6 THAT 
WEIRD "SMOKERS' 
COGNITIVE 
DISSONANCE"
Y E T ?  MAN, THIS
( MOUNTAIN
B IK IN G  IS
overrated.
HOW DO YOU 
LIKE YOUR NEW 
SMOKING HABIT?
/V
f (oj
MY TEETH TURNED 
YELLOW, MY BREATH 
IS  P UTRID , I 'M  A 
SOCIAL OUTCAST, I'M  
GOING BROKE , AND MY 
HOUSE BURNED 
DOW N.
SO YOU'RE 
G O IN G  TO 
Q U IT ?
NO, I 'M  TRYING 
TO TAKE A 
LONG TERP\ 
V IE W  OF IT .
( T n EVER NOTICED THIS  
W AR N IN G  LABEL ON MY 
I CIGARETTES BEFORE.
“ IF  TH IS  PRODUCT DOESN'T 
KELL YOU RIGHT AWAY, 
THE EXECUTIVES OF OUR 
COMPANY W ILL DRIVE 
OVER TO YOUR HOUSE 
AND F IN IS H  TH E  JO B .
WE KNOW  WHERE YOU
LIVE, WALLY. u 
QUIT N O W !"
ï  WHY AM IT'S  ALSO AN
i I  PAYING A IR  FRESH-
1 FOR A ENER IF  YOU
:  COLOR KNOW HOW
f p r i n t e r ? TO USE IT .I iV
1 (P * *
in
Hi Mia!
(Well, it’s really not good fo 
nuts! It’s F R E E ! TAPI 
ON YOUR DOOR. GI 
THEM . G
F R È E ! Go 
AD! PUT IT  
LAUGH AT
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c r o s s w o r d
ACROSS successor 96 Classical Down 44 Capture a residue
1 Suiter's 55 Shrinerts physician 6 Asian holiday crook 88 Whalers' grp.
partner chapeau 97 Composer 7 Team scream 45 Walk 89 Mala -
6 Gnome 56 Orchestra Copland 8 Sapporo sash confidently 92 Flavortul seed
11 Pari of USSR section 98 Word with fry 9 Ford ol 46 Spineless 93 — chi
14 “Casablanca" 57 Wide- or freeze lootball 47 Dancer Jose (martial art)
character mouthed 99 Stowe sight 10 Aboveboard 48 Kick in. 94 Pop artist
17 Emphasis pitchers 101 Medicine- 11 Scoltish in a way Peter
19 Navy builder 59 It suits some show storyteller 49 Turgenev 95 Fuss
20 Cherbourg 60 Rope in medicine 12 Exclude Museum site 96 Practical joke
crony 62 Tina's ex 103 Frequent 13 Town that 50 Aulry or 99 Sam ol “Ben
21 On the — 63 Pianist traveler? knows its Wilder Casey"
vivo (watch- Templeton 106 Scone smear onions? 54 Man ot rare 100 Ono ot a
lul) 64 Prickly plant 109 Inventive 14 Cuttlefish kin gifts? bunch?
22 Slad of a 66 Require sort? 15 Mustangs and 57 Violinist 102 Like the
remark by 68 Pad 3 of 110 Highlander's Pintos Mischa Rockettes
John Yeck remark hat 16 Demeanor 58 Textile term 103 Thwack
25 Colorado 71 Maintain 113 "Birds — 18 Soho 59 Actress 104 Molokai's
native 72 Mourns leather..." streetcar Ullmann neighbor
26 Director 75 Part of Q E.D. 114 End of remark 19 Sault — 61 Get one s 105 Sportscaster
Browning 76 Octopus 120 Env. abbr. Marie. Mich. goat Musberger
27 Behai) appendage 121 Easy as — 23 Aspen item 63 Ambiance 106 Mindy's mate
2B Ersatz 78 Outer limits 122 Britten's 24 Novice 65 Ophelia's 107 Morning wear
30 Actress B1 Permission "Peter — ” 29 Pitch love 108 Alahualpa,
Moore 62 Tarzan, lor 123 Legendary 30 Aachen article 67 First lady?
------¿&1-2-----------
31 Fiesta target 
35 Little guys
one
84 Stringed
Colt Johnny 
124 Essential
31 Preserve a 
petunia
69 "Song ot the 
South” uncle
36 Feed the kitty instrument 125 Attirmalive 32 Actress Skye
33 “Uh-uh!"
70 Fresno fruit—
39 Zagreb native 86 84 Across vote 72 Elated rockers
40 South accessory 126 You’ll gel a 34 Put away a 73 City on the 111 MD's area
American 87 Melodious rise out ol <1 pizza Truckee 112 Kid's ere-
herbivore Murray 127 Restaurateur 36 Overhead 74 Be generous alion?
43 Part 2 ol 88 Famed orca Shor 37 Less dilapi- 77 Supremo 115 Literary
remark 89 Serpent DOWN dated leader? proposilion
48 Machine pari sounds 1 LeBlanc ol 38 Dar-es- 79 Dayan ol 118 Acapulco
51 Hold the title 90 Take advan- "Friends" Salaam Israel aunt
52 Military tage ot ■ 2 Return denizens 80 Tidy the 117 Morning hrs
command 91 Computer address? 39 Was "il"? terrace 118 Badminton
53 Wishes acronym 3 Served well 41 This is 83 Illustrious dividor
undone 92 Part A of 4 Ring counler only — ” 84 Sun screen 119 "Flying Down 
to — *’54 Wolsey's remark 5 Relative ot 92 42 Ltr. addenda B5 Fireplace
THINGS WE TRIM
Vour "Sort-of' Real Horoscope
Written by the dl knowing, aS seeing, tefrible psychic master of the universe, John J. O'Sullivan
A ries (M atch 21 to  A p ril 19) Your 
worn feats will be realized, and you 
will be driven to near suicide while 
rationalizing the sheer terror that 
haunts every step you make. Your 
lucky numbers are 4, 75, 274, and, 
25.
Taurus (A pril 20  to  M ay 20) If 
you’re a Taurus, see your florist! 
G em ini (M ay 21 to  June 20) Watch 
j out for short people. They are plot­
ting against you. They carry horrible 
spogks— ijhort people love using 
sporks to do their evil work.
Cancer (June 21 to  July 22) I know 
I’ve said this before, but you people 
sure have a crappy name for a 
starsign. You’re all lucky that your 
still living with a starsign like “Can­
cer.” You’re not getting a predic­
tion from me— your name is too 
damn scary.
Leo (July 23 to  August 2 2 ) Dorm 
Leos: Don’t eat the glowing green 
Spam™! Don’t eat it! It will make 
your hair fall out! Don’t  eat the 
glowing green Spam™!
Virgo (August 23 to  Septem ber 22) 
You will attain money and feme like 
you have never seen..,wait,..let me 
check my notes...um...oops...heh heh 
heh. Wrong fortune, that’s for Cap­
ricorn. Let’s try this again.
Virgo (August 23 to  Septem ber 22) 
Your future is bleak. Don’t walk 
over any bridges.
Libra (Septem ber 23 to  O ctober 22) 
Some schmoe will come into your
life, hog up your bed and steal all of 
your covets.
Scorpio (O ctober 23 to  N ovem ber 21) 
It’s all because of you people that the 
weather is cold now. I hope you’re 
happy. HANG YOUR HEADS IN 
SHAME!
C ystic Fibrosis (N ovem ber 2 0  a t 1:30 
a.m .) Life is good. Have a beer. 
Sagittarius (N ovem ber 22 to  D ecem ­
ber 21) Refrigerators are in your fu­
ture. I don’t know where, but they 
are around in the future somewhere. 
Walk around with an umbrella, just 
in case.
Capricorn (D ecem ber 22 to  January 
19) You will attain money and fame 
like you have never seen before. Don’t 
thank me, thank your lobbyists. Cap­
ricorn lobbyists paid me mad ass 
money to give you guys a really good 
fortune. Maybe if the Virgos paid me 
lots of dough, I would have given it 
to them. You guys rock.
Aquarius (January 2 0  to  February 18) 
Love will come into your life. Too 
bad that it’s in the form of a Mack™ 
Truck with “love” painted on its grill. 
M ultip le Schlorsis (Tuesdays a t 4 3 0  
p .m .) Hey you guys, 1 told the Sagit­
tarius people to walk around with 
umbrellas . W atch them, and laugh 
at them. I did it all for you! Enjoy! 
Pisces (February 19 to  M arch 2 0 ) You 
were a frog in your former life. This, 
however, does not give you an excuse 
to eat moth larvae. Quit it now— it’s 
embarrassing.
T H I N G S  W E  
T R I M
V X U R O L 1 E B Y V S O• u r n N K
H E B Y W T R O L J G E B Y S
W U R P W N K F I S G D B E S
Z X V S Q H O A S N R O H W N
(EX P E N D I T u R E S)O M W
K s P R I C E S I U U R G E A
C A L Y W G D U K B B S O S L
P N L I D R J H R E F E L E C
A V X U A V U I Y D R I S E O
P N B E M N A E K 1 A S J R H
F E B C E H C A T S U M B T Z
F in d the 1listed w o r d s  in th e  d i T h e y r u n in
a ll d ire c t io n s -fo r -w a rd , b a c k w a r d ,  u p ,  d o w n  a n d  
d ia g o n a lly .
Beards
Budgets
Bushes
Expenditures
Eyebrows
Hair
Horns
Lawns
Mustache
Nails
Prices
Sails
Sideburns
Trees
W h is k e r s
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p e r s o n a l s
Enough w ith the  -pretense, Lere o re  the  -person­
a ls  T o k  T c k !
- J J O 'S
k [a  (A TX  Pledge)
k ly  stom ach tmsses punung you. on world cj>p~
ta l S  HtTptf UA? CeOT\ c k & t SOf*V
X X OOO X X OOO X X OOO
X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0
X X OOO X X 000 X X OOO
j j o 's  c n o
HCP
l-bw  d W  uie ever find, eock other? \kle ru s t 
Lo re  to ke d  to  e o ck other in our sle'ep 
beforeJOne month todayJklD lkJ!
/  are you lo ti, your E -k la il o f- fa ir
Soon (A TX  Pedge. fo r  now)
T h s  tim e w ith you not taking is kell. I  c a n 't 
w ait fo r  you to  ¡e t in
X  i*\;ss  you so ru c k . I  Lope you La d  fun a t
tk e  fo r ty  on F riday, you locked
¡re o t in your costume. L~et re  know u k o t you
want to  do to  ce leb ra te  when
you ¡e t in. J-’r  Lere i f  you need re , ju s t leave
re  o  note or send E -k la il.
X X X X O O O O . T ir .
TLe Mu C la s s - T W v p  moist, and fru ity .
K ivpp , klusL V je ff, +  S ~ S ird ,
\Kle Lave to  Love o  dancers ' dinner soon/ I  
it’vss  you guys sooooo ru c k 1
L-Ove a lw a y s  Xaunck
T X  Mu C lass
Hi!
/  ove T X T  T L e to  C a ss
(So to  Croio ’S o r Wednesday M'¡¿ Its /
T e tto  C k i Pedges:
<r*4+0!<P*
To whoever wrote tk e  above personal:
You owe re  sore money fo r  tL a t one. kloking 
re  look oil over fo r
punctuation m arks-tha t’s worth a  couple o f 
bucks
-S S O 'S  (\hJho’s always looking fo r  
sore entro ca sk)
k la rce l.
Happy S ; rtL d a y !
L—Cve. S a r
Psi Pedge C lass (ATX)
IL -u v V  ¡iris ! I  o r  very proud o f a ll o f your 
L o rd  work!
L-Ove, S is te r L a u re n  (A TX  ISO 
Casey (ATX)
You ¡o ¡¡rl in B la ck! TLe  r a i l will never be tLe  
same!
Cove. L-auren (ATX ISO
G reg
\e re rb e r ; thngs can only y t  b e tte r!
L—Ove, L a u re n  (ATX ISO
To tLe seven k iltf tk  Hl^Jonders a t Stevens 
T e c k
You guys locked awesome in your costumes nice 
le y /
YTTB, H in d e r  Tim  
elSH (ATX).
X  ro s s  you bobe! FU TO M  ru s t Lang out! 
Lave. ISL (ATX)
L o r i (A TX )
L -ittle , you o re  SXkffY—Y THE B E S T !
Lave, Your S j  L a u re n  (A TX  ISO
J J O 'S  (T X )
Have a  T sney T o y !
Lave, L a u re n  (ATX ISO
A ctua lly  X  always p re fe rre d  V jarner 'Bros
cartoons bu t thorks fo r  tLe
thought.
S C O 'S  (President, Looney Tunes
Fan C u b)
ATX  P ow derpuff foo tba ll rules1 \hJell not really, 
bu t nee tr y  anyway g ris  
C oock Tim
E lba (B e to  S ¡¡ra )
Han¡ on Adoptee. T ’r  n tfc t by your side. L—uv 
ya !
Kenyatto (AKPsi)
B e to  S ¡ra ,
Count on your bgs and everything sLoll b f f  ine. 
T o n 't La te  re , T ’r  Lere 
fo r a ll o f you
Kenyatto (AKPsi)
Han¡ in tLe re  little . Podo you’re  doing fine.
Ton’t  worry it ’s almost
over.
Kenyatto (AKPs)
To tLe rest o f tLe  gris ¡n I0YC 
I  lore you fo r  th s  X  don’t  k now Low you’ve 
¡on; through tLese past Ike 
f  ive weds w.tLout hilling re !
■mo
k la
J J O ’S  
kittow! 
m o, 
kle
Hey S ir !
X  i*\;ss you! Vjhere’s A d a r?  X  Laven t  g jtten  
e -ra il from  L r  in a  wLile! 
m o
C o tw oron
To r y  bg  
X  lave you1 
m o
L -ittle  kba 
To r y  tree,
X  y is t wanted to  tL o ri, you fo r  w ka t you’ve 
given re ! TLank you/ 
m o
kl>a
T o  tLe Wrecking Crew,
You gris  k ick  ass and  I  couldn't Love ro d e  it  
tL is  fo r  witLout you1
Welcome to  Hell \hjeek, ladies/ H U G S !!!!! VJe 
can do tb s !! 
mo
C .keetarok
Hi T im !
-mo
k la
kloureen (T F h E  Pledge)
You ore  doing ¡fe a t!  X  a iw  proud o f you 
Only a  little  more to  ¡p! Be 
Strong Ilu vU  little !
Lave. P o r  (T P L E  AH I3Z)
TLe Mu C a s s  TLey ju s t don’t  Ike b re ak fas t 
foods
Vanessa (T P L E  Pledge).
X  am proud o f you1 You o re  doing an awesome 
y jb  O Ay a  lit t le  r a r e  to  go!
SS> TL-uvO  little !
Lave. P a r  CflH IS l)
Kristina.
TLarks fo r  being suck a  good frie n d  to  re !  
C an’t  w ait to  be roomies1 
TL-uvO ! Jenn
M cAe and  K i* \
Anybody feeling rebellious tonight? \hle d e fe a t Ay 
bonded, g rk !
A ry
Sweetpeo ‘IS (T X T )
You don’t  Love to  miss re . T ’r  r,ght Lere. X  
always Love been, X  always 
will be. and th a t goes fo r  L o c o  too. Pedge 
sste rs fo reve r!
L a ve  and Sisterhood, S ckrokey!
k la .
A t th s  ra te , r y  typing speed will be T/TUS/H
w pr. Hope th s  non—taking thng ends soon, r y
poor Lands can ’t  toke tLe  large amounts o f
ty p in g  anym ore . :)
woom ocrm oiom oom oom
(John
Tommy,
Hi! XluvO! :)
Ckeryl ( T X T  SI)
TiusvO!
L a ve  and S e cre t Sisterhood -
?
Tee,
Mow X  know Low you fe d ! Anytime you wont 
a  jo in t the rapy session -  we’ll 
always have dead relatives and past presi­
dents!
A ry
To the E ternal Mu Pedge C Jass (T X )
Y jell, th n k  o f it  th s  way. You get p ity  from  the  
grls. “O h  poor gays,
they 're  stuck pledgng f o r e v e r V je l lL L ’r  try,ng 
to  be o p h ris tic
on your Hope you a ll Ike b reakfast
foods  You’ ll b e  e a tin g
th e m  fo r  THE L E S T  O F YOUK S C F D L -A S - 
T X C  CfiHEEPJ AHAHHAHAHAAHAHHAHAHAHAFH/ 
-Hellbrother /John Beeilebub 3 . 
O ’Sullivan G k l HS (T X  T k [)
X  love you! P e t you fo r  being in We. C o re  
v is it r y  shack
Lave. K athy
L-esia (Sigma)
T o  you want to  c o re  fo r  a  rd e  w ith  /*1s 
Q y p rtfs s  k ls . P osa, a n d  myself? O f course 
you do you p u ffe r!
Lave. K a thy
Je ss ica  (Sigma)
lo t 's  go to  the  am phitheater to  lotk a t the  
view, yeah the  view, th a t’s it. Ha ha !
Lave. K athy
C onya ts  to  T e lto  Gam m a o f Sigma T e tta  
P h. You guys earned your le tte rs
T ’r  so glad I  pledged Sigma T e lta  P h. T t 
was h a rd  as hell, the worst 1 weeks o f r y  life, 
b u t it  was worth tt  and  I  would do it  again. 
I  love a ll o f you 
K athy
Big Heather ( T n  S igm a).
X lu vO ! You're the  best Big/
L a v . Sue
F ra te rna l Kelly CTn Sigma),
T ’ r  g la d  you a re  a  p a r t  o f our fam ily ! 
L-ave. Sue
Bunyon L -a rg ra n  and C ra ig (Senate)
H a 'p 'p j hour w a s  great. M e it t i r e  we’ll have to  
invite klelissa’s fam ily.
L—f t ’s do the F K O G kX B B X T .
/  ove Colleen klomca, K ristin and klel.ssa (Theta)
Tom (Z B D ,
h\ere's your personal! Too b a d  i t ’s not a
potato.
L-Ove, Colleen (T he ta )
The Mu C la s s - They indulge in th e ft too 
m uck fo r  th e ir own good.
/  nek out fo r  the  3 rd  Annual “k is s  k lo n tc la ir 
Pageant"  i t ’s  almost here!
k ly  little  klicke lle  (S T T  P e d g e )
X  thnk you're being peeped! T ’m so proud!
BestBeep
Best Service. Best Price. BestBeep.
One free month of service!
Free pager chain!
Free pager maintenance!
Tri-state service only
$4.95
per month!
Come see us at the Student Center 
November 11th, 12th and 14th or 
call us for more info.
800-824-BEEP
BestBeep - a division o f Delcom, Inc.
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Classifieds...
• Child Care W anted •
Baby-sitter needed 2:30 pm - 6:30 pm, 
Monday - Friday for 8 year old boy. Pick 
up after school, do homework, take to 
activities. Car required. Non-smoker. 
Please call 746-3710. Willing to split week.
Mother’s helper wanted (North Caldwell) 
Fridays 10 am - 3 pm (flexible). Short 
drive from campus. Must have own 
transportation. Pays well. (201) 228-7682.
Near college- looking for a loving, 
responsible female to baby-sit our two year 
old daughter, one evening or two per week. 
E xperience with toddlers a must. 
References required. 744-2447.
• Help W anted •
Part-time telemarketing. Wayne, NJ 
Mortgage Company seeking several people 
for their Telemarketing Department. Good 
phone skills a must, experience a plus. We 
are willing to train the right people. 
Flexible hours available. Contact Rrandi 
(201) 633-8800 after 1:00 pm.
• For Sale •
Word Processing. Term papers, Disserta­
tions, Resumes, etc. Rush jobs accepted. 
No assignment too big or too small. Word 
processing in French also available. Laser 
printing. 201-661-5085. Available 7 days»} 
Reasonable. (•. \UWI \iH
• Spring Break •
Spring Break ‘97! Cancún, Bahamas, Ja­
maica, & Florida. Earn free trips ¿k cash.
Call 1-800-700-0790.
• Apartments •
Female roommate wanted. 2 rooms and 
share kitchen and bath. Street parking. 
Laundry 5 min. from MSU & 5 hwys. 
Avail. 12/1. $450 + 1/2 util. Lv. message 
@ 278-7321.
Elegance Beauty Perfection. Permanent 
hair removal. Ms. Diana Richardson. Cert. 
Electrolysis and advance skin care, 1151- 
1153 Main Ave. Clifton, NJ 07011. (201) 
777-3443, Visa and Mastercard accepted.
To place a Classified Ad please 
call the Advertising Dept, at 
655-5237. The cost per insertion 
is $10 for up to 30 words.
ATTENTION ! ! !
PETITIONS AVAILABLE FOR AN 
EMERGENCY ELECTION FOR SGA 
TREASURER CAN BE PICKED UP 
ON NOVEMBER 7th IN THE SGA 
OFFICE, ROOM 103 IN THE 
STUDENT CENTER, AND ARE DUE 
BACK BY NOON ON THIRSDAY, 
THE 14th. PETITIONS AND 
ELECTIONS ARE ALSO BEING 
HELD FOR JUSTICES OF THE 
JUDICIAL BRANCH OF THE SGA. 
ALSO, IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED 
IN BEING APPOINTED TO AN SGA 
CABINET POSITION, PLEASE 
CONTACT AMY FISHER IN THE 
SGA OFFICE AT x4202.
MARINE AVIATOR
The United States Marine Corps is looking for college students (freshman 
through seniors), to train for and become pilots and ground officers upon 
graduation from college. Upon completion of this program you are appointed as a 
Marine Second Lieutenant. This program is called the Platoon Leaders Class, or
PLC. Active duty commissions are guranteed!
Speak to a representative at:
BLANTON HALL
TUE. 12/WED. 13 NOVEMBER 10 am to 3 pm 
MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS 
for more information call: 1-800-627-8762
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Men’s soccer team eyes NCAA tournament
by Jell thrlich
The MSU men’s soccer team is hoping 
that they’ll receive a 
bid to the NCAA 
Tournament on Sun­
day night. Since they 
lost, 3-1, on Thursday 
October 31 to the 
College of New Jersey 
(CNJ) the team could 
use some help to gain 
entry.
On Tuesday 
October 29, however, 
the Red Hawks were 
triumphant versus 
Drew University. In 
the 3-2 victory, the 
Red Hawks jumped to 
a 1 -0 lead on a goal 
scored by junior Jim 
Gclpke (Raritan) in 
the first half. Senior defenseman, tri-cap­
tain Rob McOmish (Montclair) increased
the lead to 2-0 on a goal in the second 
half, however, the Rangers rapidly evened
the score at 2-2. The score remained tied 
at two until sophomore stand out Sebastian
DiBello (Dover) booted the ball in during 
the second overtime to give the Red Hawks 
an outstanding 3-2 
conquest in Madi­
son.
At Sprague Field, 
two days later, the 
Red Hawks played 
their second double 
overtime game this 
week. U nfortu­
nately, they failed to 
win this one. In loss 
to CNJ, Dibello tied 
the game at one a 
piece with his 17th 
goal of the season. 
After a scoreless first 
overtime period the 
two teams played a 
second overtime, in 
which the Lions 
scored twice to win the game by a score of
3-1.
_______Thursday, Nov. 7, 1996__
FOOTBALL, from back cover
all-time MSU record, with 56.5. With 
two games remaining that is certainly a 
reachable goal.
Giancola said complacently, “I’m 
proud of the way these guys are han­
dling this. No one is pointing fingers, 
no one is blaming anyone else. Every­
one knows that everyone is responsible 
for our situation, and right now, they 
are working very hard to correct it.”
Yet the fact remains that at 2-1 in 
the N JAC and 4-4 overall the Red 
Hawks desperately need a win to keep 
their post-season hopes alive. This Sat­
urday, November 9, at 1:00 PM the Red 
Hawks travel to Jersey City State Col­
lege to take on the 4-4 Gothic Knights. 
MSU has won 27 straight games versus 
Jersey City, every game since the series 
began in 1969. The Red Hawks close 
out the regular season on November 16 
at home versus the Rowan College Profs.
Support your 
Red Hawks!
$2 COORS & RED DOG * $2.50 SHOTS OF JAGER, BLACK HAUS & SEX ON THE SLOPES
ADMISSION $4 - $2 ADMISSION W/ COLLEGE ID - 21 & OLDER ONLY
EXTREME THURSDAYS AT YAKETY YAK CAFE - 1296 VAN HOUTEN AVE. CLIFTON, NJ (201) 777-2044
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Senior Spotlight on: Jen Polifrone and Christine 
Bohan, co-captains of the women’s soccer team
by C hristopher Lepre
---- TKe" two women who have captained
the MSU soccer team through this year’s 
rough season have been seniors Jen 
Polifrone (Lyndhurst) and Christine 
Bohan (West Caldwell). Both are four 
year starters who have seen the program 
change vastly since they were freshman. 
Bohan is a Physical Education major who 
anchored the defense at the sweeper posi­
tion. Polifrone is an Education major who 
played fo r­
ward.
They have 
u n d e rg o n e  
three coach­
ing changes 
in the last 
four years, but 
Polifrone says 
that coach  
Barboto has 
been her fa­
vorite “He re- 
ally cares 
about the 
t e a m, a n d
takes an inter­
est and wants 
to see us win.
The program 
has improved 
100% since 
Barboto has 
taken over 
the team.”
Polifrone is a fierce competitor who 
always plays hard, “1 want to leave that 
field with no regrets. 1 never want to say 
to myself that 1 wish I tried a little harder”. 
When asked if she ever felt like just tak­
ing a game off, she quickly replied, “1 knew 
that if 1 sat»out for even a game, I would 
regret it.” This attitude stems from her 
love of competition, which gives her a 
rush that compares to nothing else, “..just 
playing as a team, trying to win, gives me 
a feeling like 1 can’t explain-it’s just a cool 
feeling."
The Western Connecticut game this 
year, which they lost 0-1 in overtime, is 
Polifrone’s most memorable game of the 
season. “In that game we really played as 
a team, we jelled and played up to our 
abilities. If we just played like that the 
whole season, we would have a much dif­
ferent record,” she graciously exclaimed.
Polifrone is in the Ecology and Educa­
tion Honors Society. She hopes to take 
her soccer leadership into the classroom 
someday, and become a teacher.
Polifrone is glad that she will no longer 
have to balance herself between sports, 
academics, and social activities. She looks
forward to ending college by, “ ..just 
having a good time!”
Bohan offers another perspective from 
her experience here at Montclair. “It 
was a mess when I first got here, we had 
to do our own recruiting and we used to 
have to beg some of the softball players 
to come down and play for us.”
The same competitive attitude that 
Polifrone expressed can also be seen in 
Bohan. She was injured this season and
c o n t i n -
Senior co-captain Christine Bohan
herself than she feels as though she’s 
done her job. However, soccer was much 
more to Christine than just doing her 
job. It was, and still is her life, “I love 
the game, its my release from the bur­
dens of the world. Going to school, 
working, and paying bills can really stress 
me out, but on the field for those 90 
minutes I feel liberated from all those 
responsibilities. Just me, the ball, and 
no other distractions. Its been my es­
cape all my life.” She has tried to em­
phasize that from the time you step on 
the field, it’s just the team that you can 
rely on. “I would huddle all the starters 
on the field and we would lay down and 
just look at each other, and I would say 
that these are those who matter, the eyes 
that you are looking into are the people 
who are going to win this game from 
you, not the fans, not the coach, but 
each other.”
Her playing attitude can be summed 
up in her favorite soccer memory, it was 
during a game against Vassar, played 
when she was a sophomore in 1994- “It 
was raining pretty hard, and the field 
had turned to mud, which made it twice 
as hard to run . The score was tied, and
the game went into overtime. Most of 
us were really tired and banged up re­
ally bad, but we still played hard. We 
lost in overtime, but when 1 left the 
field 1 ached so bad that I knew I had 
given everything. I am sad to have soc­
cer end because I won’t be able to get
that same feeling out of anything else.” 
She hopes to rekindle some of that spirit 
after college by coaching first at the high 
school, and then eventually at college.
These two women will be missed on 
the team next year for their talent, and 
for their leadership.
Field hockey drops two, 
fall below .500
On Tuesday, October 29 the Red 
Hawks fell to N JA C  foe W illiam  
Paterson College by a score of 6-1. 
Scoring the lone goal for the Red Hawks 
late in the first half was junior Kelly 
Brandyberry (U nion). She has five 
points on the season, two goals and one 
assist.
In Dallas, PA the Red Hawks were 
defeated by Misercordia College, 3-2 on 
Wednesday October 30. The Red Hawks 
played courageously by battling back 
from a 2-0 deficit to tie the game at two 
in the second half. Scoring those goals 
were Andrea Bidman (Argentina), her 
12th goal and 26th point, and Kristen
Eisele (Newton), her seventh goal anc 
16th point. Yet the Red Hawks failec 
to score again, as Misercordia came back 
to score the game winning goal with 7:01 
remaining.
The field hockey team’s final recorc 
is 2-5 in the N JA C and 7-9 overall 
Leading the team in points, with 26, was 
E idm an, fo llow ed by Taming 
W en n er(O cean p o rt)w ith  18. Also 
Eidman is third in the conference in 
points. Eisele, who finished with If 
points, is third on the team in points 
G oaltcn d er Lori Dempsey (U nion] 
completed her sophomore campaign 
saving 152 shots in 962 minutes. Hei 
goals against average was 2-40 .
Fearless Forecasts
TOM TRACY: EDITOR-IN-CHIEF (18-13
GIAN TS +4 1/2 OVER PANTHERS. Playoffs here we come.
NEW ENGLAND -6 1/2 OVER JETS. A week off, Jets still suck.
GREEN BAY -3 1/2 OVER KANSAS CITY. They don’t need any receivers. 
OHIO STATE -29 1/2 OVER ILLINOIS. Illini won’t be fightin’ after game.
TIM CASEY: GUY WHO LIKES JOAN (13-12)
BUFFALO +3 1/2 OVER EAGLES. Bills back on track,hi Joan.
NEW ENGLAND -6 1/2 OVER JETS. I’m not talking until AIX gets in. 
KANSAS CITY +3 OVER PACKERS. AIX PSI class rules!
DENVER -10 1/2 OVER BEARS. Ehvay is looking good, hut not us good as Joan
JEAN-MARIE NAVETTA: EDITORIAL EDITOR (19-6)
PACKERS -3 OVER CHEIFS. Go cheeseheads, go!
STEELERS -4 OVER BENGALS. Meowhead!
PATRIOTS -6 1/2 OVER JETS. Local teams still s-u-c-k 
49ERS -3 1/2 OVER COWBOWS. I like seeing Dallas lose
GREG MACSWEENEY: BARTENTER A T CHILI’S (17-7)
JAGUARS -3 1/2 OVER RAVENS. Baltimore sucks.
REDSKINS -10 1/2 OVER CARDINALS. Skins aint a fluke.
BEARS +10 1/2 OVER BRONCOS. Just a feelin Elway aint playin.
SAN FRANCISCO -3 1/2 OVER DALLAS. Roll 49ers roll.
JEFF EHRLICH: ASST. SPORTS EDITOR (0-0)
GIAN TS +3 OVER PANTHERS. Hey, I’m a Giants fan 
49ERS -3 1/2 OVER COWBOYS. Can’t stand Dallas 
CHEIFS +3 OVER PANTHERS. They don’t lose at Arrowhead 
EAGLES -3 1/2 OVER BILLS. Bills Blow
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Red Hawks lose as offense struggles against CNJ, 9-7
by Jetf thrlich
MSU football fell in their most impor­
tant game of season, 9-7 in the Pride Bowl.
The MSU defense held the College of 
New Jersey (CNJ) to only 131 yards of 
total offense in last Saturday evening’s 
contest at Sprague Field. However, the 
Red Hawk offense could muster just 133 
yards of output. Great defense and poor 
offense does not equal a win, therefore 
the Red Hawks walked away losers for the 
fourth time this year. The final score was 
9-7. Head coach Rick Giancola said re­
garding the loss, “You can see what hap­
pens when you don’t play a complete, 
balanced game, and we’ve only done that 
once this year, against Kean. The rest of 
the time we’ve been unbalanced, causing 
results like what we had Saturday. Right 
now, we are missing that one ingredient, 
whatever that might be, that would put 
us over the top in these close ballgames.” 
The four loses by the Red Hawks have 
been by a combined 12 points.
In the first half, CN J scored a 
touchdown with 10:37 remaining on a two 
yard touchdown run, and their PAT was 
blocked by sophomore outside linebacker 
Keith Izsa (Cedar Grove). The Red
Hawks trailed just 6-0 at the half, cer­
tainly not an insurmountable margin. 
However, in the fourth quarter, with 5:09 
remaining in the game the Lions kicked a 
24 yard field goal, which made the score 
9-0, and proved to be the difference in 
the game.
How bad was the Red Hawk offense? 
The Red Hawks didn’t even get a first 
down until there were 59 seconds left in 
the third quarter. They didn’t score until 
the clock read 4:26 left in the game. These 
points came off a 34 yard touchdown pass 
from quarterback Brian Cooney 
(Guttenberg) to Tom Muller (Newton), 
which made the score 9-7. MSU tried an 
onsides kick following the touchdown, 
which was unsuccessful. Yet the Red 
Hawk defense was able to prevent the 
Lions from getting a first down on their 
next three plays, so with 3:33 remaining 
the Lions were set to punt on fourth and 
three. MSU then proceeded to jump 
offside, which gave the Lions a first down, 
then they ran out the clock.
The Lions’ offense was no better than 
the Red Hawks’. Combined, the two 
teams completed 13 passes and punted a 
whopping 17 times. CNJ averaged a mea­
ger 1.8 yards per 
play and gained just 
131 yards.
This was obvi­
ously a game in 
which the defenses 
shined. MSU had 
120 tackles and 15 
tFibse were for a 
loss, as the Lions 
lost 72 yards. The 
Red Hawks ran 43 
plays and the Lions 
ran an unbelievable 
73 plays, which ex­
hausted the defense 
as they were on the 
field for a school 
record 41:21. Izsa 
was awarded the 
Pride Bowl MVP for 
his 17 tackles, one 
sack, and a blocked 
extra p o in t .  Senior 
co -cap tain s Dan 
Garrett (C lifton) 
and Jason Williams 
(Morganville) contributed with 16 and 
eight tackles respectively. As an extra
note, All-American Jeff Bargiel (West 
Paterson) needs just five sacks to set an * 
C o n tin u e d  on page 26
MSU Women’s Volleyball hopes for EC AC birth
by Jell th rlich
Despite posting the best ever campaign 
in MSU volleyball history, the season may 
be all over
The MSU volleyball team set a school 
record for regular season wins with 20,
but were eliminated by the third seeded 
Rutgers-Newark Raiders in the NJAC 
Tournament. The Red Hawks, who were 
seeded number two, fell in straight sets, 
15-13, 15-11, and 15-13. Leading MSU 
in kills was Dolly Koshy (Teaneck), while
Edith Lubin (Irvington) contributed with 
16 service aces in the defeat. The Red 
Hawks now must hope for a first-ever 
ECAC playoff berth for the season to con­
tinue.
Even if the Red Hawks have indeed 
played their final game, they will walk 
away from the hardwood with their heads 
held high in the air. This was a phenom­
enal season, a season in which they fin­
ished at 6-1 in the NJAC and 20-8 over­
all. The women set many individual and 
team records this fall. They set team marks 
with 1076 kills and 301 blocks. Individu­
ally, Koshy will go into the MSU record 
books with 328 kills and a .265 kill per­
centage this season. She has also set ca­
reer marks with 232 games played, 584 
kills, 182 blocks. Koshy was also selected 
to the NJAC All-Conference Women’s 
Volleyball First Team. Jill Gastelu earned 
Second Team honors. Lubin, who’s also 
a junior, recorded 617 assists for a single 
season high, while also setting career 
records with 1068 assists. Sophomore
Lauren Mazurkiewicz (Rutherford) had 
563 digs on the season improving her ca­
reer mark to 807. The Red Hawks now 
have to wait to see if they will be selected 
to its first ever ECAC Playoff birth. With 
most players returning next year, expect 
the Red Hawks to continue their superb 
all-around play.
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Stat of the Week
MSU Women’s Volleyball Dolly 
Koshy sets new record with 328 kills 
and a .265 kill percentage. She also 
set a new career mark with 232 games 
played, 584 kills, and 182 blocks.
